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EDITORIAL NOTE
The idea for this Journal has come from the graduate students
at the Subfaculty of Anthropology at Oxford: in particular from those
at the Institute of Social Anthropology. Papers given at graduate
seminars and ideas arising from work for diplomas and higher degrees
very often~ merit wider cireulatibi'l and disbussion' without necessarily
being ready for formal publication inprofessiopal journal~. There
obviously exists a need i:n socia,larithr9pology for Serious critical
and theoretical discussion, and JASO 'se:es' this' asits !nain purpose.
The Oxford University Anthropological Society established a Jou~nal
Sub-Committee to organise the venture.
This autumn saw the departure from the msti tute of Dr. John
Beattie who has held a teaching post here since 1953. He has taken
up the position of Professor of the. Cu~tural and Social Anthropology
of Africa in the University of' LeidE!n~ We wish him every happines s in
his new home.
The arti'cle in this issue by Professor Eva.ns~;;';Pritcbard is the
first of a series which he has kirtdly promised to' give us. rrhey are
based upon lectures on the history of social anthropology tha~he has
given in Oxford over the years.
Vie should like to express our thanks to Nig~l 'Barley for valuable
assistance in the production of this is~e of the Journal.
FORMAT
We shall produce one issue per term (three per year) •. Articles
are welcome from students. in allbranchesaf anthropology and'from
people in other disciplines interested in social anthropology. Reviews
and comments will also be welcome~ . For the pre.sent , it is preferred that
the main emphasis should be on analytical discussion rather than on
description or ethnography. Papers should be as short as is necessary
to get the point over. As a general rule, they should not exceed
5,000 words. For future issues, papers should be SUbmitted following
the conventions for citations, notes and references used in the A.S.A.
monographs. Communications should be addressed to the Editors,
Institute of Social Anthropology, 51, Banbury Road, Oxford.
BACK ISSUES
We have a stock of back issues still unsold. Individual copies
are available at 30p. in the U.K. and ¢Jabroad. Volume I complete
.
(1970) is available at the following rates: U.K. - 75p. to individuals,
£1 to institutions; abroad - ¢.2.50 to individuals t ~3 to institutions.
The subscription for Vols. II (1971) and III (1972) are the same. (All
prices cover postage). Cheques should be made out to the Editors.
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:HAS SOCIAL

ANTHB.O~OLOqY

A EVTURE ?

,,'
MUch has' been written and said recently abQut our ~ubject's present
unhappy condition and future prospects, if indeed it has any.l '
,"'.'

If sevt:lral recent pronouncements are to be believed, the' 9~tlook is
gloomy. "Needham' thinks that social anthropology, ' iwhich liaf;! in 'any case
oniy a nebulous and unconvincing definitian,', 'is falling apart' , (p, 39).
'Its'-oniy hope, 'he argues, is to '<iisappear' by way of a 'progressive
dissolution', its dis.lecta membra being absorbed by philosophy,sociology,
histo:rl~ art, poli tical science~ p!3ychology, and so on. Needham sees
this cannibalistic orgy as an 'iridescent metamorphosis'. JairusBanaji,
too, sees social anthropology as 'di$solving': for him 'Britis~ social
anthropology 'has been slowly and steadily disintegrating,its future
distracted be,tween disparate sectors of the "human" sciences' (PP.71-72).
Others have expressed similar pessimism. An anonymous reviewer in the
Times LiteraI' Su lement wrote in 1964 (4 June) that 'by the 1970s, the
discipline of social anthropology) will have to join forces with
sociology or become an anachronism'. According to Levi-Strauss,
'Anthropology will survive in a changing world by' allowing itself to
perish in order to be born again under a new guise' (1966, p. 126). And
if it should dissolVe, he writes, 'this would not be for the benefit of
any so-called social sciences (in his opinion 'there is no such thing as
soCiology'); but rather of the humani:ties; linguistics, philology,
archaeology; history, philosophy' (1967,p.359).
All the$e authorities, and others, consider that the discipline of
social anthropology is in'a state of grave crisis. But ,is it ?
It is worth noting, to begin with, that social anthropology is not
alone all).ong the 'so";'called social sciences' in undergoing at the,moment
such ,'a crise de conscience: sociology (which malgpf Mvi-Strauss
, unre'generately continues to eXist) seeins to be going through a comparably
. agonizing self-appraisal, to judge from some recent pronounqements by its
e:x:ponents. Thus in a new academic weekly called Faculty (which appeared 
and as quickly disappeared - towards the end of 1970) D.G. MacRae, the
.... dfstinguishedL. S.E.. sociologist, published an article with the
intriguing title (for which of course he may not have been responsible!)
"Row sociology found itself and lost itself in a lifetime". Although he
concludes on a modestly hopeful note, he remarks that sociology has
failed to satisfy all the hopes, in fact more 'practical' than theoretical,
held out for it in the 1950s.The crises of the ,1960s, h~..writes, 'found
sociology apparently lacking in prescience, competence and conscience'.
And in: a recent review in the New York Review of BOOks (11 March, 1971)
entitIed 'Has, 'Sociology a future ?', the SOC:lologist Tom Bottomore refers
to 'yet another diyersion [in modern sociOlogy] in the shape of Alvin
Gouldner's "reflexive sociology", or, as Bottomore puts it, 'the sociolo
gist contemplating his own navel' ~ He goes on to refer to W.G. Runiciman's
view of 'the present' confused state of sociology in which he ,(RunCiman)
, can find neither a distinctive method nor a distinctive interest '.
So s09ia1 anthropology's self-concern isn~t un~q~e. None 'of us can
aifordto be complacent about the state of our discipl.ine, but I ,cannot
persuade myself that its present state is as bad as Needham, Banaji and
company say it is. On the contrary, it seems' to me to be alive and
reasonably well in OXford (as indeed the existence and quality of this
journa.lmight suggest) and in a number of other places. The dialogue
between what Edwin Ardenei' in his Malinowski Lecture calls 'the new
anthropology'(concerned'with categories and concepts rather than with
consequences' and systems of action, with cogn,itive structures and
'p:rbgrariune s Ira the,!' tha:n With functions, and with paI'adlgms rather than
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'syntagms t) and the>older" structural-functionalism', not to mention
other perhaps hardly les~ interes1;ing dialoglles,are, one might think,
symptoms of vitality and growth" not of morbi,di ty~ And, the', fact "dis..
quieting to some rilinds which seek some single, 'proper; way ofd6ing
~nthropology, that different social anthropo~ogists, do, ,more, or less
'inte:restingly atJ-d i11uminat~ngly, a v'ariety Of, differe,ntthi~gs, does
'not seein to me to b~ a w'~aki1e'ss in what we are constantlyanq. no doubt
correctly. told'is an.ec~ectic,discipline.' In The ,Concept ofMindRyle
',described modern psychology as 'a partly fqrtuitous federation of,~
','inquiries and techniques t, which ,neither has nor needs" a locally trim
statement of programme (quoted
Z~ngwill 1956). ,This' state of affairs
'doe's not seem t6 bother psychologists, perhaps qeca~se they see more
clearly than social anthropologists do that there is'no reason"why
'workers in what is nominally "the same II field shouldndt'study quite
different, perhaps mutually incommensurable, kinds '9f problems. As
Paul ~eelasjustly reII$rks' (p.55)1"for all scholarly ends it hardly
matters what we +abel ourselves".~
,' " ,
,

in

If I am wrong, and the subject is on the way out, experience, over the
past few years suggests that, at least as an academic discipliI(e, it is
more likely to be taken over by,sociology, than to be dispersed among a
variety of established humanistic specialisms, as ~vi-Stra~ss and
Needham suggest'. One inight of course hope that it would ,continue to
interact with these, as it does now. And even ~his fate is, I believe,
very much less likely now than it was even a few years ago. This is
partly because of sociology's own dwindling assurance, mentioned above.
But it is due also, and 'more importantly, to the growing recognition
that social anthropology's new directions are away from rather than to
wards sociology, if, with the Dictionary of the SocialSoiences, we
define the latter subject as 'the scientific study of the social behaviour
or social action of human beings'. I thi~ that few social anthropolo
gists today would define their subject lis' fa branch of' sociology, as
Mair did in 1965: even some sociologists now recognise the t 'the two
disciplines 'are different. Thus MacRae, in the artfcle referred:to
earlier, remarked that the two discipliries 'were -not necessarily are 
so close that there was 'nothing 'to stop the social anthropologist from
doing sociology; (as in fact many did). The words 'not necessarily are'
are significant, for they indicate MacRae'saw'areness that ,the groWing
edges of social anthropology are (as they have been for sOllleyears)
increasingly on the non-'soCiological' side.
',
"
Professor Evans-Pritchard has for long had reservations.,about the
suitability of socialaI:lthropology for undergTaduate,courses,'partly
,because so far the maJor contributions in the subjecthaVie been made by
,scholars who received their firet training in o'ther'fields. There is
much force in this opinion, but I would hold that enough social
anthropology, some parts of it admittedly more valuable than others (and
much of it due directly or indire'ctly to Evans-Pritahard himself),., has
beep. 'produced du:t'1ng the past half ~ceritury or so, for it now to be
called into question. As long as seven years ago an anonymous reviewer
in The Economist (not, I think, a professional social anthropologist)
wrote: 'SoCial anthropology has, come of age'; , it is a subject with a
,systematic'body:of knowledge developed enough to be presentable'in the
langu/ilge of educated discourse' (13 June, 1964). I think 'that today this
opinion can be defended, and,that anundergraduate'course.. ~nsocial.
anthropology, intelligently devised and taught in conjunction with
allied ~isciplines,can not only inform but educate to an academic
standard appropriate to a first degree" The teaching of ,social anthropo
logy in schools does, however, give rise to grave, ' though );lot insuperable
difficultie:;l. Unless the subject' be very carefully, and. sensitively
, taught, the impression which could be created by the tone,' and more
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especially by the titles, of some early classi~s might well do very much
more harm than good. But whether we like it or not the demand for such
cou~ses exists and 'is growing, and one way or another it will be met.
In, these, days, when - it seems to me "'l' interesting and. sometimes
. original studie s in social anthropology are being p~blished from time to
time (as well as,inevitably, a lot. of rubbish), it is fair .to ask
exac~lY what it is that social anthropology's critics, are complaining
abou,t •.<It,iscertainly possible to deny that any worth-while work is
being,orhas.;r-ecently been, produced, but I.donot th.ink that this view
can be sustained. Leaving aside the cosmic scholarly undertakings of
ISvi'-Strauss and his fol~owers, whose attempts' to establish the· funda
mental structures .of human thinking can hardly , :whatever one may think
~of them, be described as uninteresting or trivial, many more modest
re.searches are, I believe, steadily advanc.ing our understanding of human
soe:tety and culture, both in concrete socio-cultural contexts (which is
where research must anyway begin) and in general. And this I take to be
wha tsooi'8.1, apthropology is fundamentally about. .In the course of the
past two or ;tl1J;'ee years I have reviewed - and therefore read .. about half
a dozen new books in the social anthr~pology of Africa, and I have
learned something of interest from all of them, and a good deal from one
or two of them 3 ) •. 1\[ith.out cla~mingmore than a superficial knowledge of
1I10S,t of the va~ious areas of social anthropology, I can say.that ever
sinCe I came into; the s'Ubject the:re has always been something interesting
going on in it somewhere. Is .other$' experience so very different ?
And how much more than this is it reasonable to expect?
I th~nk .that part of the difficulty is that social anthropology's
critics are not always very explicit as to what it is that they think
the subject ought to be doing. One oannotaltogether avoid the impression
that they are, perhaps unconsciously, looking for a kind of father-figure,
a Messiah, who will lead them, into.a, Promised Land with a new and
revolutionary view of the human condition, in which all the old problems
and ambiguitie13 will disa.ppear. They are dissatisfied with ,the piece
meal and for the most part gradual advance wpich must characterize by far
the greater part of the development of any discipline. There have been,
and no doubt will be again, revolutions (as well as rebellions). in
anthropology, but revolution can hardly be, sustained as a permanent
condition. WOrking historians do not regard their subject as moribund
because new philosophies of history are not continually being produced.
They just get onvvith. the <job of writing history. There does not seem to
me to be spy very good rel:l,son why social anthropologists should not follow
their example.
..

A further and more recalcitrant difficulty lies in the nature of the
subject itself• Some soe1.al anthropologists find it hard to accept the
untidy but (inm,y view) une·scapable division' of interest in social
anthropology between the study of social relationships,' 'action systems',
on the one hand, and the study of classifications, symbols, and values,
'belief. systems', on the other •.' As has be.en pointed out often enough,
the two interests involve very different kinds.,of approaches and problems,
but the study of, either level very commonly - I would say necessarily in
the caseaf the first -involves constant references to the ·other. If
social anthropology were '~othing but' the study of human social systems
(and it is this 'nothing but' approa,ch that I am criticising) then indeed
it would be no more than 'a branch, or kind,ofsociology',as Radcliffe
Brown and some of'his successors have thought. And if it were 'nothing
but' the study of .Qa·tegory-systems, beliefs and values, .it might well be
regarded as a- br~nchof philosophy, or psychology, or morals. In fact as
it ,is practisedit:is,in J,arge measure,' all of these things.
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We are all now well aware that in recent years the pendulum has
swung away from the consideration 'of causes and 'functions' to the study
of categories andineanings - to cognitive as 'opposed to 'sociallstructures4).
This, as I understand it, is a central theme, fascinatingly developed, in
ArdenerisiThe new anthropologyt, though, he' emphasises that "both paradig
matic and syntagmatic mOdels have their places inou:i- sUbje~t ... the
important thing is not to confuse them. 'In fact from the beginning
anthropologists have been interested tn, and hav~writtem: about, ideal,
donceptual'data; it was only the (fd:r a time ) seductive 'charms of the
organic analogy of the functionaIiststhat persuaded 'them that they were
not. It was not until the 1950s, partly through <theinipact of ~ans:tTitohard' s 1951 Marett Iecture, that' this interest lrl cQnceptsand
categori~s began to ,become respectable again, atleastiri Britain. There
were many referenCes to this shift of interest in the 1950 and 1960s; I
myself remarked in 1955, without any'sense that I was saying anything
original, ,on the current trend towards 'tllestudy of systems of' ideas and
beliefs not exclusively from the functional point of view, but also as
systems in their own right', calling for new types of analysis. Firth
(1957), Pocock (1961) and a number of others have 'm'adethe same observation,
at greater or lesser length.
With 'this new and vigorous emphasis on social anthropology as
essentially concerned with concepts and categories, with cognitive rather
than isocial' structure, a concern with causal -relationships has in some
quarters becomeunfashiomible', not to say downright unrespectable. But
it seems to me evident that since what people do and say has' consequences
as well as meanings, we are bound, unless we take a needlessly restrictive
view of our subject, to take account of both aspects, despite the untidy
dualism, referred to above, which this involves. In fact we mostly have
done so, though some have been more 'attracted to one dimerision, others to
the other. Indeed the pendulum maybe thought to be beginning a counter
swing. I have already mentioned Barth, whO, with his'" transaction' (a
form of 'action') model has had a good'deal of influence in some quarters.
In a recent article (1970) Rutl;t Finnegan, whose specialiSm has been oral
literature, writes (p. 193): t Interesting as afeide616gies~ symbols and
consti tutional charters, the time is surely past when sociologists or
historians or political scientists are content only to study such topics.
They are also interested in the actual relations of individuals and groups,
the interplay of power and the empirical facts on the ground '. So the
pendulum swings; a motion which at :least suggests that the clock has not
run' down. Of course, as Heelas, commenting on Ardener, points out, the
ground - or earth - where empirical facts are supposed to be found does not
exist in any simple sense. But what does? For practical purposes Dr.
Johnson's rebuttal of Berkeley's immaterialism is valid.

e

If we' concede that social anthropology as it is practised has, whatever
it 'ought' to have, both a sociological component (in so far as it looks at
social action, choosing and decision-making, causes and consequences both
intended and unintended), and a logico':philosophical, linguistic,
hermeneutic and perhaps ultimately psychological c'omponeni(in so far as it
analyses human concepts and categories, the structures they exhibit and
the conditions that underlie ,them), then we shall 'have 'to be'a bit clearer
than we generally are about social anthropology's relationship with 80cio
logy~ I have' said elsewhere (1964, pp.29-3l) that it is more than
sociology, as tpat term is usually understood, •or at least defined, in that (
it studies' ideas, beliefs, etc., as well as other aspect's of culture such
as art and oral literature, in their own right as well as in their relation
ship,. if they have any, to systernsof social action. But it seems to me

that .thereare,enough differences between what s'ocialanthropologists do
qua sociologists and what sociologists do, even though some of these are
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differences of emphasis, to justify keeping the two subjects distinct, at
least for the foreseeable future. It may be useful to list here (but not
to develop) six of what seem to me to be the most important of these
differences.
First, although the two disciplines share a number of intellectual
ancestors, their origins and histories were very different, and these
differences have important implications, (some of which I touch on below)
for the kinds of subjects they are today. Sociology grew from a
philosophical interest in the nature of human society itself, combined
(in Victorian England) with a practical concern with the problems of urban
poverty and industrialization; anthropology looked outward at so-called
'primitive' peoples, first to provide supporting evidence for conjectures
about the early stages in human history, later to learn about these peoples
themselves.
So, secondly, the kinds of societies that sociologists and social
anthropologists have worked in have for the most part differed sharply.
Sociologists have mostly confined themselves to 'iJestern, indust:rtalized
societies, while social anthropologists have characteristically worked in
remote and 'exotic' ones, usually small in soale, and in which most social
relationships are 'face to face. That is, they have mo~tly worked in the
context of 'communities', in Maciver's and Page's sense of that term
(1950, pp. 8-9) which itself owes something to ~onnies' concept of
Ck;emeinschaft. This is not of cOurse to say tha t social anthropology as
'micro-sociology', can only be done in smsll-scale, 'simple' societies: as
Banton (1964) has well said, 'the justification of social anthropology
lies 'not in any claim to a distinctive subject-matter, but in the
significant problems it has discovered, and the lines of explanation it
has opened up' • But it is none the less true that significant problems
and lines of explanation are likely to be different in different contexts.
The 'otherness' of the societies and cultures that social anthropolo
gists have mostly studied has meant, thirdly, that they have from the
beginning been centrally concerned with problems of translation and under
standing - the hermeneutics of the SUbject - problems which are very much
less acute, though they certainly exist, for sociologists. This inter
pretative process continues to be a 'primary concern of social anthropolo
gists, as it is not for sociologists, who have been accustomed to work in
milieux not totaly unfamiliar to them 5). As Gellner has put it: 'Concepts
and beliefs a:r<e, of course,of particular concern to social anthropology.
Sociology can sometimes be a matter of ascertaining facts within an
institutional framework which is taken for granted. The anthropolGgist can
virtually never take anything for granted in this way •••• ' (1962, p.153).
Fourth, it is a further conse~uence of the 'otherness' of social
anthropology's traditional field that it could only be at all adequately
studied by intensive fieldwork, by 'g~tting down off the, verandah i, in
Malinowski's phrase, and living and working as far as possible as a member
of the community being studied. This kind 'of 'total immersion' has neither
played nor plays a comparable part in sociology. As already noted, usually
the sociologist is already, in a sense,~ the society he studies; the
anthropologist has to ~ into it, and this can be difficult and even
painful, as well as rewarding. It can be, and has been, argued that social
anthropologists make a fetish of fieldwork, and certainly there is a
danger of this. (The term 'fieldwork' 'is anywaY' particul8.rlyinept, but it
is hard to think of a better one). ' Data have, however,to be collected,
and this task, nowadays, calls for professional skills. As I have elsewhere
remarked, 'if social anthropologists do not do their own fieldwork, it is
certain that nobody else will do it for th~'.
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A further consequence of the 'otherness' of social anthrop910gy's
traditional field is (fifthly) that social anthropology has - so far 
made much less use of quantitative methods that sociology has. This is
partly because' you cannot .usefully quantify until you know what you are
quantifying, and the understanding of familiar sOcial and cultural data,
a long and full-time job, is the social. anthropologist's central concern.
Also, it is plain that people '.scategories and classifi.ca~i~ns, a main
interest ,of social anthropologists, are less susceptible tcr,,'quantification
than their patterns of social behaviour are, .It. is possible. to over
stress this difference 1:;>etween the. tw.o disciplines, as Edmund LElach perhaps
doe s when, speaking of 'field sociology', ·he says (1961, p.11) that
'sociologists'co~nt things' (as opposed to understanding them), and rather
implies. that this is all they do.· In fact sociologically minded social
anthropologists are increasingly counting things too.
There is a sixth, final and rather important practical point to make.
However one may estimate .the degree of overlap which currently exists - or
should exist -in theory.between the tI"10 discipline's, ,as a matter of fact
they are, for the most part,taught in universities as two quite separate
and distinct subjects. Even when they are taught together: in the same
department, it is common for signs of fission to appear. It is only
neoessaryto compare the entries under 'sociology' and 'social
anthropology' in any bookseller's catalogue, or the bibliographies
appended to introducto;r'y books in the.· two subjects, to see how very
di~tinctinpractice the teaching of them is. A limit~d quantitative
analysis of a random s~ple of three introduotions·to sociology (Sprott
1949, Bottomore 1962 and Johnson 1961- selected because I happened to have
them in my study) revealed that less than 10 per cent of the very
. considerable number of books cited were what would usually be classed as
sooial anthropology.. Likewise; the coverage of works usually considered
as 'sociology' in two popular introductions to social anthropology
(Firth 1956, Lienhardt 1964) was barely over 10 per cent. So whatever may
be thought desirable in principle; in. fact. the degree of overlap between the
two disc'iplines, in regard towl1at; students in each are expected to read,
may well be of the orider of approximately ten per. cent~ To suggest, as
Jopn Barnes does in an interview recently published (Listener, 5 August;
1911), that there is 'no distinction at all' between sociOlogy and social
anthropology s,eems hardly exact. They are, indeed, the closest of
companion .disciplines 9 sharing many common interests, and. it would be both
foolish and impracticable to attempt to draw a hard and fast line between
them~
But as things stand at present; they are cle~rly distinguishable
from each other with regard to their histories, the~r characteristic
methods and their main theoretical concerns, and only confusion can
result, from pretending otherwise.
I think, then, that the term social anthropology. denotes a viable
subject,grounded ina substantial and growing body of comparative data
and theory, and oriented towards. a. wide,and increasing variety of problems,
on the levels of both 'action' and, 'meaning'. This is enough to provide
social anthropology wi,th an identity, and to signal in the very broadest
terms the lines of its development. It is neither possigle nor desirable
to be much more precise. than this.
Let me conclude by takings brief 'outside,' view of social anthropoloBYtt
from the point of view, that is, of some other· disciplines, whose
practitioners irLcreasingly acknowledge that they have learnt something from
social anthr'opology, as social anthropology has certainly learnt much from
them. A few examples may make the point. Some professional philosophers
(Winch, MacIntyre) have enthusiastically taken up Evans-Pritchard I s famous
study of Zande thought, . a.rld a recent collection of essays edited' by the
sociologist Bryan Wilson (1910) brings philosophers and social anthropologists

.":"

..

~
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together in a debate on the kind of thinking invqlved in myth and magic.
Tw.o important recent books on witchcraft in England by the historians
:Kei tt)., Thomas and Alan Macfarlane acknowledge indebtedness to recent
anthropology as well as to Evans-Pritcha,rd's.classic study. Both of
th~seauthors recently partiqipated withsocia,l anthropologists in a
symposium on witchcraft and sorcery (published as Douglas 191Q).
The6iogians, lawyers and classicists have derived, and acknowledged,
help from social anthropology, and continue to do so. Social anthropolo
gists hav~ collaborated even more extensively with the other social sciences,
not only, or even pre-eminently, with sociology, but also (for example)
wit~political science, social psychology and economics.
The connection
:with linguistics is. manifest. :EJven without a. de,tailed. inventory of
r~cent cross-disciplinapybridges, an inventory which might in fact be
very useful, there is ample evidence, for those who :wi$h to take note of
it, of social anthropology's contribui;ioris in a variety of contexts and
over many years to longer-established disciplines. There is no reason why
such contacts should not continue andirtcrease. We.need not wait for
social anthropology's dissolution (as tpe Ilvi":Strauss quotation given
earlier in this paper might suggest) befo:re. the humanities can benefit
from its findings. By their own account they are doing so already.

A dialogue must necessarily cease when one pari;ner to it has been
ingested by the .others, and social anthropology's demise, and its frag
. mentation and assimilation into other disciplines, must evidently bring
these processes of cross-:fertilizationto an end. 'This would seem to be a
pity. So long as the exchanges inv.olved are thoughtto be worth while by
the parties to them, so long would there. seem to be a strong case for
resisting the death wish which the subject has generated in some of us,
and for sustaining social anthropol'ogy, at any rate for the foreseeable
future, as a dis tinc i;' andseparate discipline.,
. But not too separate. Social anthropology 'will indeed have no future
if it .is to be looked up in the ivory towe'r to which the protagonists of
. the purest and highest scholarship have sometimes seemed. to wish to confine
it. Such purists have sometimes given the impression tha t, in their view,
social anthropology is not, and. need not be, of the' slighi;est practical
use to anybody.: Sometimes they even appear to be rathershoc~ed that its
findings should be 'made available in plain language to ordinary people.
There are evident dangers in popularization. But, the dangers of isolation
and in-breeding are even greater. If social anthropology is prepared to
'come down off the verandah', and .to rub shoulders with other disciplihes
and with other human concerns, practical, as,wel~as academic, without
worrying too much about its state of intellectual and moral health, then,
I suggest, the outlook for our subject is a good deal less bleak than
some people seem to think.

John Beattie.
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It might, for this rea~on seem unjustified to add yet a further
'note on the topic, especially as ;in a recent issue of this Journal
, "(II f 1,lIilary 1911) Paul Heelas has provided a very fair summary
" of three of the most recent statements (Needham 1910 f Banaji 1910
and Ardener 1911). These brief cOmInemts one offered only a~ a
modest attempt to clarify -perhaps simplify - some of the issues
involved.
"
,
"
,

1)

2)

There i$, however, one context in which labels, ev~n provisional
ones, are,'tinfortunately; indispensable, and that is in the context
of teaching the sub'ject. The philosophically-minded social
anthropologist may, if he can afford it, decline to concern himself
with pedagogics and with the awkward practical probl~ms which
teaching involves; the professional teacher of the subject cannot.
Students, both graduates and undergraduates, and even sixth forms,
want to learn anthropology, and unless i tis dedided (as it cannot
effectively be) that they shall not be, allowed to do so, someone
has to do the jab of preparing curricula, deciding what shall be
included arid what excluded, and so on. And these matters cannot
be determined in a vacuum; courses and curricula already exist,
and it is the amending and expanding of these, rather than the
composition from scratch of ideal curricula based on conceptions
, of what the subject, ought to be, that is our practical concern.
or cOUrse ifanth~opolbgy passes away it will no longer be there to
study. But I am arguing that this is' unlikely.
For the information of the curious, they are: Man in Africa (eds.
M. Douglas & P.M. Ka berry) ,1969; Tradition and Transition in East
Africa (ed. P. Gulliver), 1969; Oracleset Ordalies chezles
Nzakara (A. Retel:"Iaurentin), 1969; Witchcl'aft, Sorcery & Social
,'~Cate ories amon the Safwa (A. Harwood), 1910; Kalahari Village
Politics A. Kuper, 19,10; African Elite (J. Vincent), 1911.; and
, Technology" Tradition and the State in 'Africa (J. Goody), 1911.

,4)

Of course not all contemporary social anthropologists go al'Ong with
this trend. Fredrik Barth, for example, pleads for 'generative
mod.els' to explain process; individuals pursuing goals and making
choices: ' his model derives from games theory, not from Chomsky and
'
, , the grammarians '.

'5) This needs someq1Jalification,but as a statement of historical
fact· it is essentially true.'
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TEE INTERPRETATION OF, NDEMBU RITUAL ACTION
In this a.rticle, :( hope to cast dou"Qts upon the prevalent assessment
"of Turner's work by anthropologists .which,. .whila,t criticising his.
orientation i.n his interpretations of Ndembu..ritualaction, judges his
method to be corre,ct. I therefore a ttempta cri tical review of Turner 's
method in which my concern is to demonstrate how certain of his basic
theories on the nature of ri tualsymbols derive from the usage of a construct
which is inappropriate to a. study:of the 'meaning' of ritual symbols. In
the second section, I examine the cdevei6pment of Turner's 'bi-polarityof
reference' theory, the origins of which are different from those of the
theories examined in the first section. In the final section of this
article, I attempt a re-interpretation of the purely observational
components of the 'bi-polarity of reference' theory, on the basis of
which I suggest a new type of interpretation of Ndembu ritua! action.

TURNER'S METHOD

The constru.ct which Turner presents as the 'meaning' of the ritual
symbol is a type of 'gestalt'. Such 'a construct can possess only two
properties: content and boundary. On. the subject of content, Turner's
ideas are more co~sistent than ontne subject of boundary. ;Hence, as the
content of the 'gestalt' he consistently envisages symbolic objects,
symbolic actions and cultural beliefs. Such an analysis therefore proceeds
by noting and collating the following classes of data:
(i)

the symbolic objects and actions which occur in proximity to one
another within a ritual performance;

(ii) cultural beliefs associated with the above symbolic objects and
actions, achieved by means of the collection of indigenous exegesis
of their usage;
(iii) a further set of symbolic objects and actions, occurring within the
same and different types of ritual, which indigenous informants
relate, by means of exegetical statements, to the first set of
symbolic objects and actions;
(iv) a .further set of cultural beliefs associated with this second set of
symbolic objects and actions; etc.
Immediately it becomes apparent that, unless we wish to establish
the boundary of the 'gestalt' by means of a criterion unrelated to its
content, only two boundaries deriving from the nature of the content
present themselves·

1)

2)

The inclusion of classes (i) and (ii) and exclusion of classes (iii)
and (iv) within the. 'gestalt', so that the 'gestalt' contains only
,juxtaposed. symbolic' objects and actions and the beliefs associated
with them.; or
The duplication of the procedures adopted above an infinite number of
times. In this alternative,we can either conceive of the boundary
of the 'gestalt' as enclosing the totality of Ndembu symbolic objects
and actions and the ,beliefs associated with each object and action or,
regarding such a boundary as co-terminous with a construct of 'culture',
. conceive of the boundary of the 'gestalt 'as the boundary of the
culture.
.

For the sake of brevity, I shall term these two constructs (1) 'the
finite content-bounded 1gestalt" and (2) the 'infinite content-bounded
'gestalt".
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In the case of'.tl1e f,iJ;li te OQntent~boundeq, 'gestalt', suoh a construct
has its uses if we then'argue that an objective of ritual action is the
creation, or maintenance, of such a 'gestalt '. For, since.sets of
symbolic actions 'and obje'cts' vary-between' different types of ritual, we
can' then argue that different ri tualsmaintain different 'gestalten',
whioh endure, in the minds·· of the ritual actors, 'for a short period of
time after the' termination of·· the ri tual.. We can now apply this idea to
Turner's most extensively documented example ofa 'gestalt':· the mudyi
symbolism within the Nkang'a ritual, first analysed by Turner in' 'Symbols
in NdembuRi tual' (Turner: '1967 :20-5).
..
.

Turner notes that the mUQyi symbol eXhibitsbi~olarity of reference, the
tWO:r'eferents being: breast.;,feeding and relationships between matrikin
(fellow.,.villagers). ThemuQyi 'symbol therefore asserts an identity
between two di screte areas of expe:r'ience':' the situation of breast-feeding
and relationships between fellow-villagers. The Nkang'a ritual is not
performed in response to a crisis situation, hence the objective of
maintaining such a 'gestalt' must be to deal with a situation which is
endemic to relationships between fellow';"villagers.' I suggest that, if
Nkang'ais performed in a village split by factionalism, 'a oharacteristic
of ',long-established' Ndembu villages;.'such a 'gas talt' stresses the
mutual interdependence of fellow-villagers in opposition to the inde
pendence of two or more groups of more closely related matrikin'within the
village from one another, which-is the manifestation of factionalism.
Mutual interdependence is a property which is perceptually manifest
within the 'breast-feeding' area of experience, but which constitutes a
conceptual property, variable through time, of the 'relationships between
fellow-villagers' area of experience. Hence, accepting the type of
interpretation which I have presented; the ritual symbol is here seen to
'structure' one area of experience by means of a property perceptually
manifest within another area of experience.
The utility of the finite content-bounded 'gestalt' thus consists in
the differentiation which is achieved through its usage between different
types of ritual, the 'cognitive structures' of which closely resemble one
another. 'Cognitive structures' refers to an aspect of the Ndembu ritual
system entirely neglected by Turner. Briefly, if we correlate compat
ibilities and incompatibilities demonstrated by :r'itual action between
juxtaposed ritual objects, we discern that these objects are arranged
into a system of symbol classes, co-members of which are substituted for
one another'within rituals. The fourfold system of classes discerned
expresses the fourfold system of social and supernatural categories based
upon the two oppositions of 'male '/'female , and 'fertile'/'infertile'.
The 'cognitive structure' of all Ndembu rituals is then seen to be the
spatial separation of symbolic representations of the 'fertile' and
'infertile' conceptual categories, most' clearly discerned in the
'casting out'. of the patient, or 'ritual subject', designated 'infertile',
from amongst the social group, de,signated 'fertile'.) For example, if we
consider the 'gestalt' maintained 'by the hrokula symbol within the Nkula
ritual (Turner: 1968: 82-7), the cognitive structure of which closely
corresponds to that of Nkang'a, we discern that it·is 'not merely
different from the mUdyi 'gestalt', butnon~comparable.withit. We can
argue that the mukula symbol 'structures' the area of experience of the
woman who menstruates by means of properties perceptually manifest within
the area of experience of the man who hunts., ThuS, it can be argued that
the mukula 'gestalt"maintains the dual division of 'fertile' sexual
categories by maintaining that an item which cannot be classified within
the one - the menstruating woman - must be classified within the other 
the male (hunter) social category.
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My criticism of the usage of the finite content-bounded 'gestalt'
construct in the interpretation of titualaction is merely that it reflects
ihespecific characteristics of the crisis situation existing prior to
ritual 'performance and does not illuminate how Ndembu represent crisis
situations in general as the existence of the 'infertile' in the midst
ofthe'fertile'~ a representation which can be discerned only by means
,'of an exainination of the morphology of symbol classes e:nd the re
distribution of members of these 'classes between spatial categori,:es
within the ritual performance. However, this is a criticism of orientation
and not of method, and therefore not strictly relevant in the present
context.'
"
Turner does not use a finitecontent-bounded"gestalt' construct,
rather his. 'gestalt' construct exhibits a confusion between the infinite
content-bounded 'gestalt' which, as I have·$.rgued, can only mean the
'. totali ty of cuI turalbeliefs associated with ri tual action and, hence,
'culture' 'or 'society' itself, and the bounding of the 'gestalt' by means
.ofa criterion -'dominance' - unrelated to its content. The infinite
content-bounded 'gestalt' construct implies that the appearance of a symbol
in one type of ritual 'recalls', in the minds of the indigenous actors,
its appearance in another type of ritual. The supposition is valid given
certain qualifications. For example, the 'gestalten' created by ritual
performances are subject to erosion through time, otherwise we cannot
argue that an objective of ritual action is their maintenance. Given the
nature of ~aembu cult organisation (the eX61usion of women from men's
cults and 'vice versa'; adeptness of adult Ndembu in one or two types
of ritual only; travelling of adult Ndembu great distances in order to
attend rituals performed by their own cult) it is obvious that no
individual can be aware of all the contexts, throughout the ritual system,
in which a single symbol appears; and that the previous types' of ritual
attended by each member of a social group within which a ritual is being
performed will be different, hence the context in which the same symbol
has last been apparent to each member of the group will be different, so
that the context 'recalled' will vary with each individual ritual actor.
Therefore, the appearance of'a symbol in one type of ritual can neither be
said to 'recall' all the contexts wi thin which it appears throughout the
ritual system, nor can it be said to 'recall' the same context in another
type of ritual for every ritual actor.
If we argue that the appearance ofa symbol'in one type of ritual
'recalls' its appearance in another type of ritual, it is then possible to
.arb'Ue that the other symbolic objects with which the first is juxtaposed
in the other type of ritual are therefore 'recalled' by the appearance of
the first symbol in the contemporary ritual performance. If we then
regard the 'ineaning'of ritual symbols as existing on the level of the set
of juxtaposed symbolic objects, it becomes possible to argue that the
meaning which is 'recalled' is different from the meaning which is mani
fest in the contemporary ritual performance. However, we must bear in
mind that' the 'recalled' meanings vary with each ritual· actor arid that no
individual ritual actor can 'recall' all such meanings which the single
sjrnbolcan be said to possess throughout the ritual system•. The only
sen,sein which all such meanings can be said to be 'recalled' within a
single ritual performance is a collective one: between them, ,the total
.ritual assembly could 'recall' all such meanings. But it would here be
. methodologically incorrect to argue that all s~ch meanings constitute the
reference 'of a single symbol, so that the single symbol 'recalls' the
totality of indigenous 'culture' or 'society', because the 'gestalt'
construct refers toa collection of items existing within the minds of
indigenous actors, an attribute which such an 'extended' reference of the
ritual symbol does not possess.
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Therefore,the,.only sense in which the 'recall' notion implicit in the
infinite content-bounded 'gestalt' construct is applicable reduces to a
matter of indiyiduaJ;yariabi1ity. Since, ,4n an analysis of the types of
common alterations which are effected within individual Ndembu by means of
xitual performance, such individual variability must be di~counted, the
usage of an in:fini te c~mtent-bounded I gestalt' is seen to' be, methodolo
gicaily incorrect, sinqe the notic:m of 'recall' implioi t in such,a
construct reduces to such individualvariability~Howeveriit ,is on this
:very notion of 'recall', that Turnerba,ses his theory of ritu~l symbolism:
Ii • • even though only a . single designation of that symbol is situationally
manifest, the 'penumbra' of latent senses to be manifest in other
'positional' combinations is nevertheless present.".(Turner: 1969a: 13).

In Turner's terminology, 'positional combination' refers to the single
context in which, a symbol :is juxtaposed with other symbols, anq. .
'positional meaning' ~efers to the I!leaning of the,.object-set (set of
juxtaposed symbols) in ,a single. 'positional cOI.llbinatign,', Which is
regarded as co-terrnir;tou s with th~,meaning.of any; single. symbol wi thin it.
Since, within the totality of Ndembu rituals, virtua~ly every type of
Symbolic object appears juxtaposed with almost every other type of
symbolic object, Turner ~s fqrced to impos~ ar~striction upon the number
of positional ,combinations,. or object-set;3,. which he will consider in his
analysis of ,the ritual system, the totality of .v~h~ch, ;,he argues,
consti tutesthe 'total' meaning of any single, syIDbo1.
!

.

•

The criterion which he adopts is that of .'dominance'. VVhenhe first
introduces the criterion (Turner: 1962:70), it cis manifestly based upon
the extent of ritUal action directed ata ritual symbol within a ritual
performance or part of a ritual performance. However, subsequent
definitions equate this criterion with that of 'relating to supernatural
beings or forces':
" •• dominant symbols are closely associated:with nonempirica1 beings ••
nonempirica1 powers or ltinds of efficacy." (Turner: 1967=31)
The criterion is therefore. applied by means of noting association with
supernatural beings thXough exegetical remarks or· observation which
suggests that 'protective inf1uence •• is believed to emanate over everyone
involved' (Turner: 1962: 70) from the symbolic object or object-set.
As might be expected, the construct arrived at .by means of the
infinite content-bounded 'gestalt' and the 'dominance' crite:rion is a
haphazard co11eqtion of objects, actions and beliefs which bears little
relation, 'on the one hand, to representations eXisting within the minds
of indigenous actors or, on the other hand, to a consistent set of
properties of symbolic objects selected by the anthropologist. Yet,
rather 'than Elcrutinize the method by means of which the construct is
arrived at, Turner proceeds to regard these 'properties' of ritual symbols
as empirical realities and to explain their role in efficacious ritual
performance, rather than to regard them merely as the inevitable
conclusions of a confused and inappropriate methodology.
The 'dominance' criterion does not alter the bound,ary of Turner's
'gestalt' construct,a1though it is used to locate the boundary. The
bounda.ry remains infinite. The reduction of the number of positional
combinations to be taken into account which he achieves by means of the
criterion merely allows plausible exposition of the 'gestalt' construct.
He .is therefore able to use the 'property' of the infinite content
bounded 'gestalt' - that the reference of a single symbol can be said to be
the totality of cultural beliefs associated with ritual action - and
argue that this construct is co-terminous with 'culture' and 'society':
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".'.ritual custom.'.is the concentration of custoin, its refined extract as
it were." (Turner: '1968: 23)
.J.

, ,He then develops the idea tha t ''the 'meanings', of' dominant' symbols,
comprise a haphazard collection of conflicting and mutually incompatible
object's, actions and beliefs 'in two ways. Firstly, 'he argUes that the
role of such a 'phenomenon' is the achievement of paradox. Paradox
achieves a form of 'dereglement' in the minds of the ri tualactors which
.temporarily breaks through the 'hahitual patterns formed by secular custom,
"rational, thinking and common sense' and inducesrel1.gious experience
(Turner: 1962 :85-6).
'
"

, Secondly, Turner relates this incompatibility between the various
'meanings' (positional meanings) which he attributes to the same dominant
symbol to incompatibility between the principles of residential
affiliation (matriliny and virilocalresiderice) :which he presents in
'Schism and Continuit;yin an Af:r'ican Society',' and,therepy, to a conflict
of loyalties for the individual Ndembubetween the two sets of kin
, involved. He then regards this I conflict', between structural' principles
as a majorc.ause ,of the crisis simation which impels ii tu~l performance.
The 'dominant synrbol'isthen regarded as effi'cacious in reducing the
incompatibility perceived by indigenous actors betwe~n the structural '
principles because it cloaks the multiplicity of conflicting I'll Ie s with the
apparent unity of their symbolic representation. '

He' then combines the two 'properties' of the dominant symbol, that it
expresses the totality of 'tribal custom' or 'society' and that i t
achieves the unitary representation 'or expression of roultiple conflicting
ru1est byarguing'that, not only does the dominant symbol achieve the
unitary representation of multiple conflicting structural principles, but
that it:'re~socializes' the ritual actors by impressing upon them the
totality of Ndembu tribal custom or 'oultUre'. Hence, the "conflict ' is
,not merely disguised by means of the ,unitary representation of the
conflicting rules,i,t is,asit were, 'submerged' beneath the totality of
Ndembu culture, set against which it becomes insignificant:
" .~'the •• dOIilinant;symbol ~ • in' i te aggregate of meanings ,stands for unity
and continuity of the widest Ndembu society, embracing its contradictions."
(Turner: 1967: 46).
'
Hopefully I have demonstrated, in this 'section of the article, how Turner's
most, basic theories on the nature of ritual symbols are derived from a
series of illogicalities generated by a method which is inadequate for the
tasks which he undertakes. '

THE 'BI-POLARITY OF REFERENCE" THEORY
lV"Jyreasonfor dismissing Turner's theory of thebi-polarity of
, reference of ritual symbols, indePendently in this section is that, unlike
the theories of symbolism discussed in the last se6tion~ it dqes not
deri~efrom the properties of the 'type of 'gestalt"construcf'used by
Turner~ Rather the bi-polarity of reference theory can be viewed as an
observation which is interpreted and developed by means of a Freudian
concept of personality.
,,' ," Exegetical texts collected by Turner r~veal that Ndembu as~ociate
, ri t:ua1symbols with body fluids and emissions ,such as plood" semem,
",:faeces et,c.' From this observation, Turnercon61udesthat, 'whe'niihe symbols
assbcia ted with these body fluids' and emissions appear in ri tual, they
,'recall', for the ritual actors, the nonwritualsituations inwhich they
commonly occur. Turner's development of this idea is .carried Qut in terms
,
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of his earliest ,theoretical orientatiom an at,t.empt ·to inoorp,o.rate a
Freudian view of· personality into Gluckman's 'Rituals of Rebellion'
thesis (Gluolonan:'1954: 1963). Conscious of the shortoomings of Gluck
man's location of the source of 'confliot' in ritual - between sooial
groups or categories - 'l'urner locates thla souroeof such conflict within
the individual psyoije,between the 'socialised 'and'unsoclalised' aspects
of the l?~rs6naJityand e,llyiSages a ' transference of affec.t' from the
latter :tio the fOrmer withi:n the ritual performance:
,

.

,

.

1IJ; would like to postulate that· the .whole strength,of the rElbe11ious

affElct which is relElasEld in and through thEl ritual is transferred to the
•official' social ordElr, not mElrely purged a:nd .allowed,: as,· it, were, to
Elvaporate." (TurnElr: 1955: 53-4).
'
IIl'Schism andContinuitY',TurneraPl?lies .thEl Freudiall hopion to his
own NdElmbu material:
"Ritualis the~ocialmechanism by which a group is purgeq, of the anarchic
and. d'isruptive impulsElswhi9h threeten its CrtlCiaJ. norms' and VaiUElS4
These impulses arEl ,present in thema.jority of its member..s and come
,dange;r:ouslynear to overt expre sf;Ji on ifthEl:r:~ has belen a long seriEls of
quarrels between itsmembers~" (Turner: 1957: 124) •. ··.
"
.
,
He now takes the existence of body fluids and emissions amongst the
referents of ritual symbols'as evidenoefor this formulation:
"At one pole (of the ritual' symbol' e.IDlaaning) .therEl is a: c:t,:uster of
referents to organic a,nd physiological phenomena;, at the other, a cluster
of referents to the norms and val,pes of society•• i t is the socially
recognised organic poae of reference that appears to rouse feelings and
impulses in the'Ndembu ritual situa,tion•• the.emotions, which, as psycho
analysts. have shown, may, often be connected with. i1licit~ and socially .
reprobated irppulses •• are. purified by their association with morality and
law. It is as though the ',energy' qf virtue flowed from organic and
primitive sourceS, though thE;!origihal, goals of the drives WElre altered ••
In this way thEl obligatory.is made desirablEl, anq. thEl dElsirab:Laallowed a
lElgi tima tel outlet. Again it would SElElm that the needs of thEl indiv:/.du al
biopsychi,pal.()rgani13m andthEl nEleds of so piety, in manyrespec:t;$ opposed,
, come to terms with one another j,n the master-symbols of Ndembu society ••
what can be shown to be infantile murderous andcannibalistio impulses are
transmuted into zeal on bElhalf of certain moral imperatives and legal
rules:." (Turner: 1968: 18..,19).,'
.
, . The relationship which Turner posits betwE;!en the' 'organic' referents
of the ritual symbol and drive reduction cannot b~ proven orq.isproven
within the limits of anthropological compEltence.But what is clear about the
theory is that it is dElveloped in isolation from Turner's own ethnographic
material, then imposed upon 'his own material at a later date.' ThEl most
apt type of· criticism of ,$ucha formu,la,tion is,. therefore, an analysis of
. these 'organic' referents of ri:tit1a~sYlllbols which is independent of any
, pre-conceive~, t~eory, which ,resUlts in an ;interpretation of their role in
the ritual performancEl which can then b~compared with the role which
Turnel;' assigns to thEl~~ " In the next secti.on of thisartic;te I attempt
such an analysis.
THE PHYSIOLOGICAL/BEHAVIOURAL ANALOGY
.

.

'

.

'Sinc~ 'the,' organic.' . referents of ri t1;1a1 ,symbols includefo~ds,
specifically brElastmilk (Turner,: ,1968:16) and animalmaat (Tu~ner:
1967: 78 ), I.shall include foods, in the presente.nalysis,. soi;hai; the
'object ofthElpresent enquiry is to Elxamine how :NdElmbu cla$sify foods and
body fluids and emissions. Ip ritual, two types of food ':'"' cassava and
animal meat - are UBEld as symbolic objects, and the opposition between
.
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"thetw,o foods is related to the oppOsition befu'veen iirJ1abited' and
'uninhabited'" terri tory, since cassava is gr'o\m ih''inhabited' territory
Cthestream.side~'and ,the periphery of the vil1age)anda:nimal' meat is
hunted in 'uninhabited' territory (the busV). The white/red opposition
,of the "eolours ofthetwb food's is also, I suggest; used in ritual to
, 'expf!e~s 'the :o1?position, between. irlhabi'tedand iUlinhabited territo'ry.
"

;.

.'

.

,"
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, " . ·Tur.he!"rrot'es' tha:t 'Ndembti associate bbdyf'luidsand emissiohs with
- specific co[Lours or,· combinations of colours (furrier, 1967'~-74"'9). The
only,'fluids andernis'sions associated with the' colours red and white or the
','coloiJr' combipa-,tilon"I'El'd+white'are:" thec"S'emen 'of a fertile man and
. breast milk. 'Hence, we caniconclilde that Ndel'l1bu &6soc1ate- foods' and
fluids and emissions which occur in a reprodu'ctiv~ oontext-with the
coloUrs red and white. Conversely, we can argue that the colours red
and-white, used in a' ritual' 'context~idehbte reprod:uctive'and nutritive
: physiological' functions 0
" ,-,
'
'
Other ," body fluids and emissions are' asscYciated with the cOlour black,
'or combinations of, black with red or white-. t·l:l.st thesea.ssociations.
semen/urine of, sorcerers .'
menstrual" blood
, leprosy pus
venereal disease disoharge
faeces

red4-black' '
"red+black,
whi te+black'
white+black
, black'

,Since the colour black denotes the ana.lfunctian; the colour combinations
"red+black'>~nd 'white+black 'denote an :intermingling, or 'confusion', of
'reproductive/nutritive. and anal ,physiological functions.' ,Furthermore, the
-fluids and eriiissionsassociated with the 'ted+blaCk' and'white+black' colour
cornbinatiorisare·themselves associa:te'd,byNdembu,with'iinfertility or
sterility. The menstruating woman is 'regarded as-temporarily infertile,
therefore-she is secluded in a hut on the' outside of the Village, hut
'circleandprohib:ttedfrom enterino the Village or~cassavagarderts, so
,:that the fertile/infertile conceptual opposition is maintained ispatially.
'Soroerersareregardedas stertle , (Turner: 1953: i15) ~ I.eprof3Y is
associated .with themakishi dancers; who represent male'sorc'erers in ritual,
and ,the secluded male ri tu:alsubject, alSo regarded as' 'infertile!', since
, the contracting of leprosy is 'believsd, taresul t from" 'fertile' social
da tegories approaching the se two' infertile 'silpernaturaF'andsocial
categories. Venereal disease inhibits procreation.'
'
Hence, the 'infertile' conceptual category, ~mbolicrepresentations
of which 'are 'cast out' of the village by means of ritual action, is
", associated with the confusion of arial·and reproduc'tive/riutritive
'physi'olbgioal 'functions and is riegatively,evaluat~d.Onthe other hand,
the1fertile t. conceptualca tegoi'lyis associated with reproductive' and
nutri'tive,physlological functi!o'ns and is positivelyevaluated.'This
leaves us ,with '8" conceptual'categoryfilssooiatea wi'\;hthe'analfunction,
which is neutrally evalua ted:an.dre'presented,iri ritual, 'by means of 'black'
symbols •. '
.,
, '.
,The only, u sage of tblack' ·in Ndembu rifuals ih'isola.tioh from other
colours is in the Nkang 'a ritual' after' the bride' -arid groom ' have" s lept with
one another for the first time.'" The fol'1owing:morning; 'ptebes'o£ black
tnalowa{river mud) are' placed in· frorit: ofithe'entran'ces'of' every hut in the
village (Turner" 1968,260). Hence, -indigenous thoUght 1s he'r'e' structuring
, the area of experience of the :relationship:\bet'Ween' bride:'and' groom by
means. \Of the" 'defecation', areae,f, experience). 'r s-uggestthatthe property
of the latter area of experience which is perceptually manifest is the
privacy surrounding defecation. Bride and groom, until this first act of
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.; :interyourse, 'haveb,ad a r,elationship' which, has existed only :tn·a. publio
qonte:lCt, so that the use 9f.th~ fdefecation'analogu's at thispdint in
their. relationships,tress~s the new private behavioural' context'.;.

:

':

-"

~.'

'J

..

'

...

,.(;:' We oan, ;th~~~fore.' compe.re t:he';pI'iva:bel behav.iouraloontext which is,
•.,lspgg~,st,.d!3~q:te.d;.'bY;'ithe ,u.s~; o!·.,'Q],e,ok.' .. symbols (w;i;~hthe }·.publllc'
context of distribution and consumption of ~ood (Turner: 1957: 31-2).
It, can::?il:ow' be ,~.r€i!l~dt~t the'use. oired. and· white:symholsdenotes a
I :pub~.io' . behayi9ure.,1 QOIltext., whicn is.,.posi tively: ·evalLua ted,. and . tha t the
use :0£ blaoksymbols.<Q..eno¢~s a .. 'pr~V'ate '·behayJLoural; context, whioh is
neutral:I.y e:valua:t~d...m:t:J.e"nega;tiv,elyevaluated !o0.hceptuaL category of the
'i~fert,ile"',,9an therefore:b.e:i.n:\ierp:ret.ed as the: confusi,on:' of', the· two
be:havi01,1r~;L;;oonteJl;ts,,,.,,,,

-",f

.,.

.

',.

'.'.

}

.·i.

L . :

: ~ignifica~ny,·the, wajor~ty· of the crisis situations wi thin' the
Ndembu village recorded by Turner which wer·e.redre'ssed bymeans·of ritual
performance had their origins in quarrels over the distribution of meat •
. ~ch quarrel~ orj.gip.!3-.te.; from the "situation of the :hunter making
pr,~ferenti"l:J.; distriputi.ons of meat in. private' to:hisclosekin whilst
custom stresses the public nature of distribution of meat, so that private
and publio behaviou!'alcontexts are he:re confused; 'or;~heyoriginate from
the hunter consuming:;his :tkill l in the bush and clairtuing bad duok in
hunting on his re=tlJrn to, the village, whilst custom, stresses' the publio
nature ofconsumptiqn o:rmeat, another· confusion of. private ,and public
behavioural oontexts (Turner: 1957: 31-2).

1 .' '.

,. "

4B"ljl~a,rni!J:a tiqn of l?ymb9J;ization.inNdembu rituals revealstha t
;s~b()~ic":objepts associ~:t;e(twi th the! colour ,conibinations,'red.:rblack'

or
.' . twnH~+bllilclc;t ~rElI C~f3t Qujil.,afth\3sQcial group, during the' ri tual
. ,:per~·opnanc~. i v~~c&!;l..therElfore :j;nterpret ,these ritual actions as ,the
. :symbol~c l'e,mQv:alof the 100nf'l,lsiona of privateand'public behavioural
... contexys wh:ich>c~mstitu~e the .indigenous paradigm of theorisis situation.
Fur1;herI(lore., ~ince;t,h~:,~ .r:Ltual is'l,11;>ject' is 'also Icast out I of: the group,
de,signa'ted '~:rlfert:ilel.and a;ssooiated with 'white+black! or'red+black l
·.,colou;n;comb~:pa tions,we can a;rgue that the . 'plural,i ty of behavioural
,.confusions qommi ted.qymore tharj.one member of the ,group, therefore
'dif:f:l;ls,ed'. throu,gho1,1tthe ,group"are"fooused' . 011 t.projected "onto the
ri tu·alsubjec,t.. ;The,unitt;lq location.
the behaviouial confusions within
the:I;'i tulit:!;. Sl,lb,ject'and' casting:ou.t' of the "ritual SUbject from the group
". ~herefore'corj.v;j.Ac,es ."the~itualas$ewbly that the group has 'been 'purged '
of the behavio~rl;ll:conftlsionswhi:chconstitute the. indigenousrepre..
sentation of the crisis situation, so that the crisis situation is
redrljl,ssed;..; " " .

,- .

of.

.

,'.

"

..

J;nterma9fthis interpretation,thepatholbgicaL condi tion 'of the
,ritufll'l:lu1;>jec~.is also,il1digenously. represente:d ,in' terms of :the .confusion
. otbellav;lo;upal;q()nte:x:ts. Hence ,t:.hecuring .of the patient takee 'the form
: of ~4espa,ti~l and, ,tempol'al separation of' the ;twd behavioural contexts
within.: the:ritual t ,the ri·tua,l"subjectis"first. secluded in a menstrua tion
htlt (Place,a irta 'pri,v:ate',co'ntext ) then ",brought 'out I fora 'communion
meal with his/her matrikin (placed in a 'public I context)., .'.' "..
....
"' .:

~.-!

,Hayingde~onstrat,e,9.chow

my ow,n !interpretation 'ofther6le of foods,

.body,~luids".al1(lemissions<:inritualcan
b~ ?-~veloped

into a·' sat'isfactory
i;r;rte;r'pre:tiilt,igp-:of NdernPu:mwa:\; action, I shall c.6nclude:this:article by
. ciarifyi~;th:i,f!interpretation., ' By! meansofassoo±a ted co.l9ursi,~dembu
. " z;elate a. c],ass;i,t'ica:tion of: "tl1e"functions of ,thE( human or'ganism:, to a
cIasS.ifi caticon: qf Qehavi():t1~.,and!m'akea..c ommon:evaluation of the classes
.' of pnysiolQgioaL func,tion anclbeb,avioult', ihthe 'following way I ,

.r:

"','
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EVALUATION

.

liUMANORGANISM

BEHAVIOUR

"

Positive

Reproductive and
nutritive functions

Appropriate to the
PUBLIC,context,

Neutral,

,Analfunc tion

App~ppriateto

,.

•

>.";;"

the

PRIVATE context
."

,

.

Confusion of PUBLIC
qontexts

Confusion of Anal and
Reprodu c tive /Nutri tive
functions ..',
' . "

'andP~IVATE

" Til,a behavioura). a;re:a ot. expera,!3nce ,:i.s ·therefore classified'by ,means of a
"'perceptual framework derived' .fl;'om the 'orgailic' area, of experience. Thus,
the" dfstinction 'he~een'repJ;'odu~tiv:e/nutritiveand .anal functions lis
perceptually manifest, but the distinction between behaviour appropriate
to the public and private contexts is a purely concept~~l on~ •. Hence, the
behavioural distinction is maintained by;;:sssc>ciat,;irJ.gthf.# ;pQnfusionof the
two types of behaviour with the confusion o'f'thi, phys;j.ologicalfUnctions,
so that the revulsion commonly associated with the latter is transferred
on to the .:former•. !file reader can: now ",compa1re ,thi's interpretation' of the
role, of fopds and ;body fluic;e and. emissions; in Ndembu "ritua:l wi·th 'tha t of
,Turrier ~'asses~ !or pimself which -interpretation better explains their
usage.
, ','
Gordon

Geekie~

...

"
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JOHN MILLAR '(1735-1801)
,One of the most interesting and r~warding of sociological writers,
, though one seldom mentioned, and I think even more seldom read, is John
Millar, a pupil 6f Adam Smith and from 1761 Professor of Law in the
University of Glasgow. He was a man of liberal mind, what would, I
suppose, today be called left-wing. His best known book, and the one
which is of importance to us anthropologists ,if we are' c<;mcerned with
the history of our thought, is The Origin of the Distinction of Railks or
an Inquiry into the Circumstanceswhich_ive rise to Inf'luertce and
Authorit in the different Members of Saciet' 1771; 4th Edit. with an
introduction by John Craig, Edinburgh, 1806 a book which shows the strong
influence of MontesqUieu and also of Lord Kames and Adam Smith: the last
two and Hume beIng' Millar's friends. The idea' of social progress, the
child of the Enlightenment, was very much in Millar I S m1nd, and not in
appropriately. He aimed,as we all say we try to do, at separating what
is general to mankind from what in particular societies is due to "
particular circumstances. By comparing different societies he sought
'to deduce the causes of different laws, cu~~oms, and institutions which,
previously, had been remarked merely as isolated and uni~structive facts.'
( . p. XXV). In reconstructing the earlier stages of development from
savagery to civilization he used what b~. Stewart in his Life of Dr. Smi1h
(p.35) called theoretical or conjectural histo:iy.Using this cOJP.parative
method he classified human societies into four types or states: huhters
and fishers, pastoralists, agriculturalists, and those engaged in commerce.
There was nothing very original in this classification. All writers about
social progress of his time had rnuchthe same;· and it goes back, without
the idea of progress, it is trile, to Aristotle. Millar did not, however,
as some did, suppose that every society of necessity passes through all
these stages. He adopted the division as the most convenient for his
purposes, which were to bring out the most significant changes which have
led to civilization; and to define these as general rules or principles
in the light of which particular forms of institutions can be seen to be
illustrations of the principles. Deviations from them are to be regarded
as due to special and peculiar circumstances. In the course of his study
he used such information as was available about what he regarded as simpler
peoples: North AmericanIndians,Hottentots, West African Negroes, Tatars,
Arabs, the ancient Germans, Greeks, 'Italians, etc.
'
Differences of rank and power ar~ everywhere due to sex and age, and
also to the need for leadership. But particular systems of law and, govern
ment have been affected by all sorts of conditions: the fert:i,.lity of the
soil, the nature of its productions, the size of the community, their
cultural development, communications, etc. But in spite of thesedi£fer
ences the similarity of man's wants and o~ his faculties has everywhere
produced a remarkable uniformity ill ,the several steps of his pro~ession.
'There is thus, in human society, a natural progress £rom ignorance to
,knowledge, and from rude to civilized manners, the several stages of whioh
are usually accompanied with peculiar laws and customs. Various accidental
causes, indeed, have contributed toabcelerate orretard this advancement
in different oountries.' (p.4).
Among primitive peoples women are 'treated harshly, little better than
slaves, and sexual congress is scarcely more than animal ma.ting. However,
in matrilocal and matrilineal societies they have a much higher position
(so he thought), e.g. the Iwcians, the ancient inhabitants of Attica, some
of the North American Indians, and the Indians of the W~labar coast; also
where polyandry is practised, e~g. in parts of the Median ~mpire,"on the
coast of Malabar, and in some of the Iroquois cantons. Woman's condition
.improves when more attention is paid to the plea'sures' 'of sex and where her
economic role is mote important and valued. This' supposedly "took place in'
the pastoral ages. In general ftcan be said that the domestication of
cattle gave rise to a permanent dis'tinction of railks, sonie people becoming
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richer than others and passing on their possessions to their descendants.
The influence and power these people obtained was thus passed to their
heirs, 60 that the distinction of ranks was permanent. Woman's position
was again advanced in the agricUltural stage, which also gave rise to
proper~y in iand and hence to an even greater disproportion between the
fortune and r,ank of individuals. Finally, changes in woman's condition
arose tromthe improvement of useful "arts and manufactures. ,These improve
ments ied to a wider society and qne in which there was greater inter
communicatio'n. Women ceased to berestricteo. in theiw Betivities to the
family limd home,and they mixed iri qutside society. " ,'In this situation,
the' women beoame, 'neither the slaves, nor the idols of the other sex, but
the friends"andcompan;ions.' (p.89). 'They were noW valued for, their useful
talents and accomplishments; •and, with thei,~pre,ase in'wealth, women of
condition were,adm::i-red for their agrEleable qualities and for the amusement
thei,r conversatiqn'affords. (He notes that no writer of the Augustan age
left a work of imagination inwhi9h ;Love, is supposed to be productive of
any tragical, or v,ery seriou~effects.J The progress of women ,is thus
part of tpe general history of society. The book is a great polemic, and a
worthy one, in woman's cau~e.
Age is verY important in'primitive societies. Children are entirely
dependent on their fathers; and also ,old men are always respected and have
authority~
'So in:separatelY,connected are age and authority in early
periods, that in the language of rude nations the same word which signifies
an old man is generaily employed to denote a ruler or magistrate.' (p.114).
When families begin to unite in a larger society the father ,loses some of
his authority to representatives of the whole society; ,and when there are
commeroe,and manufactures the children are no longer to the same extent
dellendent on him. The farIdly becomes disperseg, the'children leaving it
to receive instrUction and settling afterwards Where there is employment.
Thus they are emancipated from parental authority. However, when there is
polygamy the authority of the head of the family lasts. Children are so
numerous that parental affection is lessened; and the dissention among
the wives requir~s a firm hand.
Millar then discusses the authority of a chief over the members of a
tribe or village. ,This arises because tribes are almost continually at war
with one 'another and feel the need for a miH taryleader.' This leader is
given the respect onqe given to the father. In the hunting and fishing
stage the leader is 'chosen simply for superior strength, courage, and other
personal accomplishrnentsa But in the pastoral stage the influence of a
leader depends also on his greater wealth, which makes others dependent on
him. 'The authority derived from wealth, is not only greater than that
which arises from mere personal accomplishments,'but also'more stable and
permanent. Extraordinary endowments,either of mind or body', can operate
only during the life of the possessor, and are seldom continued for any
length of time in the same family-. But a man usually transmits his fortune
. to his posterity, and along with it all the means of creating dependence
which he enjoyed. Thus the son, whoiriherits the estate .of his father, is
enabled to maintain an equal rank, at the same time that he preserves all
the influence ,acqu~red by the; former proprietor, Which is daily augmented
by the power of habit, and becomes more c9psiderable as it passes from one
generation to another'. (p.152). Hence the int'ense interest pastoral
'
peoples have in their genealogies. Authority is further, enhanced in a
. society witl1. agriculture. The chief,. withhis superior wealth in cattle
and hi~ numerous retainers, acquires a, much li:lrger estate than anybody
else; andh~s retainers are increased and, since they live· on his land,
are still more dependent on him. Also estates are less likely to be
destroyed or impaired by accidents tha~ are flocks and ,herds, 'so that
the authprity which is founded upon it becomes more permanent, and is apt
to receive a continued acoumulationof strength by remaining for ages in
the same family. I (p.160). . The chief is::first, a military leader; then he
begins to exert his authority ip other ways, including jurisdiotion in
both civil and criminal cases. Then he gets a sacred character - for
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example, it is said that he is descended from the sun - and he assumes
priestlyf~nctions, or controls them.
Fina~ly, he takes ,o~ legislative
funct:t°Ils. "','
, ;, ',"
Millar has discussed the powers of husband, father, and civil
magistrate. He concludes by a discussion of the relation between masters
and servants or slaves. He notes that there are but few slaves among the
greater pa~t,()~ ~he ~avagesof America ,and says th,attr,e ~eason for this is
that theyhav'e no 9Ppor"tul1ityof'accumu:\.ai;ing ~eal1fh:and, ca.~not therefore
. m~iI,ltaJ..!l f1ervants. ,'Therefore, also, they'kill the:j.rprisonersjO" The
T8:~~ars, ol1;.th~, other,'b.~d, hav~ 'great flocks and herds anq.supporp a number
of domestics. Hence they treattheirp:risoners with mod~A~tion. S~avery
in the end disappears because in a teclillic'aily' well developed cOllntry little
profit oa,n be,o,:rav(!l from, the ,labour of., a slave who i snot trained to
lllallufa.ct1;lre.lt
is 'mor~prof~
table .
top~y
'wages
than tq';maintain,slaves.
.
.'
' . .'
.
"
.
'"

"

'.

.'

-~

-

Millar's bo()~ con~ainfl:$()me,ett\nograph,icalt;l~dhistorical
e rrors,
perhaps uriavoida.:t)le-;,at':-the t,ime' 'he' wrote i t,but, i t,isinmany respects
',nea~er,,to .,~, modElrn, Eloq,~olot\S,~?al t~~;~ ti,se1;han, ~ny', other ,18~h oentury book;
and
h,ave always been gra,tefuLto, G,.:O.II. GO,le, for 'bringing ,it to my
notice. We find,thesa~e '(as in :Mont~sq:l:deu,and Fergusot'l.) insiste~ce that
,in any systematic scholarship one .hastofleparate,~the general from the
p~irtlcular a~d w~,ilstaccounting,fort,he generai"Gysometheoretical
formulae (principle's or laws) 'whichexpla:Ln i t;at the same time to
account for thevaria,.tions ,or ,irregularities by reference to vli\riable
circumstances (as we
to dO,e.g.\vith the laws of projectiles or
falling bodies). One finds also in Millar's book that what chiefly
,interested: him was a study of the'developInent'of iilstitutions(progress),
a study-which for the earlier, stages' had to:be oar:ded out with the aid of
what has often been called the comparative method;' 'a method which gives
'usa schematic typology(s1lages),each stage'having its special features
by which it is 'defined. When he disousses the factors leading to changes
in the status of women and of children and 'of social leaders 'he never
appeals only,
"even much at 'all,to'psychology' or philosophy but to
other social 'facts~' His exp'lanationsare sociological, especially
economic, e.g. chiefs arise through war; property enables 'aristocracies
and dynasties to persist;' prisoners are treated well or 'otherwise
acoording totheireconomio vaiue; slaves'are IIlaintained Only in societies
where they produce more 'than "the;cost of maintaining them. "

r

have

or

This might well be a treatiseiri modern sociologY"(elimination of
incidents, perturbations, special and peculiar circumstances, and
elements, persons, etc.): mass movements, great historical trends,
progress in all its 18th century sense. Then his typology of societiest
which runs right through our literature - mode of livelihood, economic
for those who like the word. Then in relation to this classification he
makes an analysis of rank, showing the causes and conditions of prestige
and power and character in each type of socio-economic community. On the
whole it is a sober assessment~ not didactic or dogmatic: a clear and
consistent inquiry with the limited aim of discovering the origin and
development of class structure. At the time it was written this was, in
IIiyopinion, a remarka'ble achievement..
'
E.E. Evans-Pritchard •
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THE USE O~ ETHNOGRAPHY ..

'For

the present, it ispref~rred that the maineIhphasis sho-uld be on
rather than on description or ethnography'.
Editorial Note.
analytical~discussion

, i':

.*

*. '

*

I want t6'd~~cuss the,useofethnog:r;aphy t1'1 two senses, i)as,a
source for analysis a'rid for illustration! in 'analytical 'discussibn"~ and
i'i) as'an,:act:Lvityin its '~n right, ade'sdriJition ~w.hiCh·atte'mpts.to say
~hatpeople';are' like ~. The. validity of the first 'procedure, isdepelldent
on thevaTtdityofths'seconclo' ", .. ,
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If'Isay that, totiie"antfu.opoicigist, 'theory'and 'facts'l have never
,:''heert mutuaUyiridepend.'ent,;andthe 'wr:ltingof"ethrlogtaphy has necessarily
been a~ exercise in analysis, I repeat the obvious. If
go on to talk
of the 'shift;:from' functib~1ist'~assuinpt:l:OnStotransactionalism or ,the
arialysisof'syriiboHcJcomrnuriida>tion~ Imove:Git6"1ariguage which has a well
,
worn160k.; BU~,although the'::geba tesw~ich sprang f'r6m say IRethinking
Anthropology' may have ,run ,their cottrse',;'that doe~, ,riotme'ari that the
i'ssuee therein raised have been 't1a'tisfactorilYd.ealt :w·:tth.' The implications
of the notion ·of isocii:ilstructure", 'foriristance~ ,need:'to'b~ unq.erstood:
iS'it p6ssible
to create
ethnographic
without some'suchnotion
?
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For the uses of the idea of social stru:otur~';;letus go back to
Radcliffe';':Brown;wh6 in 1940 menti~ned .
"'f,

'.

'.

'"

.'

.

. ';adif~iculty~hich .'~d~in;ot ,think ;tha t;;soc~()logi~t~ have.· really
,faced, the difficultyof defin,ingwhat;ismeantbyth;e term 'a;
socie ty , •••• ,
; '..' ..
."
Ifw,s,say that, oursubj,ect, is ,~he 13tudy'andcompal:'ison of human
soqieties,~e ought tob,e a:ble to,:say wha.tarethe unit entiti'es
with Vihich weare .,concerned •.~ .
.
If we, take any conveni~nt·locality. of ,as\li tabl~ size, we can
study tl').e .s,tructural sYStem.af;Li.tappea:rs in and from that region,
Le. t;henetworkof relatioIl\3 :Qqnnecting tl').e.inhabitants amongst
theIllflelvest;md,wi,ththe peopie()+.oth~:r regions. We can thus
09serve,de\3cribe, and cOmpare the 13YfJt,emsof social structure
of as. mljlr;tylocalities as. we,)visq'. (1952.:193)
This prqcedure,can be,

demoJ:1stI'at~dQY

th~

,following diagram:
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view
(structuring)
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We know that perception is active, not passive. Judging by
Radcliffe-Brown, it looks as if the reason why sociologists have not
really asked the question 'what is a society' is that they have
neoessarily created a society out of each set of observations. The
.
visiting anthropologist, rather more at the mercy of the forces of natUre
and anomie than the surrounding primitives, has to make sense of what he
sees, to structure it into manageable bounds. He tries to get some power
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. over this threatening Outside by naming it (the Bongo~Bongo, Kachin,
LaWiili etc.)
.Ja~es Thurber could never usea,mieroscope - when at last he managed
to see something and drawi t, it turned out ·to be his bVitn eye •••• But, of
course, what a participant observer' records is the outcome of his inter
a9tion with the Outside, .the Other which is very much there and with which
he is, trying to cope. every day. The resultant ethnography is something
·elf:j.e again - an' attempt at an '.objective' view of how the system really
works. If the language of 'social structure'etc. is used it is a
misnomer to call this second process abstraction, for Lt is really re
ification or re-incarnation.'·fIence :thedifficulty of getting through
'structure', a defence system of concrete pillar boxes, to any life
there may be behind.

In this view of ethnography, la pense'e sauvage is shown to be
universal. Anthropologists see structure because they cannot do anything
else, and they cari only translate what.they see into concrete language:
people must be characterised as part of a larger entity, equally,an
incarnation,oalled society ...Theexistence of 'a society' is a given,
it is notprobl,ematic; the q.uestions asked, have, in the past, turned
on .the circumstaric~s
of i~s ....
existence.'
,
.
.

.

.

.".

, The anthropologist may be able to jJstify his structure as co- .
inciding with a structure recognise'd by' the inhabitants. I take an·
example fr91IlWes,t Afri,canethnography (sincei t was an examination of
this which set me o:(f on this essay). Nadel explained, in·k Black
Byzantium, why he thought that a Nupe 'society existed. He examined the
processes of Nupeization ahd the ways in which aNupe identity was
prompted and acknowledged.. 'The Nupe' are thus made credible,and we
are as well told at wnat levels this identity exists, or.is in abeyance
in respect ,of other identities. ' Goody, on the other hand, attempted to
differentiate an apparently amorphous mass of people, compared with the
inhabitants of,the Nupe kingdolll • He trabed the concomitants of two
choices of inheritance regulation,~nd reified the resultant principles
into two 'societie s l.: 'The Lo\¥iili" and 'the LoDagaba ' • It is a pity
that Leach was tempted to be frivolous about the organization of Goody's
fieldnotes: people have argued about the insult instead of following up
~ach's criticism that,these are not 'societies'.
\¥hatever a society is, it is not presumably going to be defined in
any sitnpl~or regula-Ii way as the sUIDof aaet of isomorphic elements 
social structure, political system,'ritual intensity or whatever. Such
., assumptionS! have inhibiteQ: thecompari.l?onof .political organization and
the understanding of complex societies. Societies arenotparti
coloured beachballs~ differing only in size. Yet I wonder if the
, af?sumptiqns i entailed in much oithe use of ethnography 'are notsitrl};ilistic
'. in this way. Ethnograppic illustrations,. referring to 'the Tall~nsi'
'or 'the Azande' often seem to me to assume these isomorphisms. Mary
Douglas I analysis of grid and group relies on, the existence of societies
as givens, identified by their names," and classified by the nature of
their 'social structure' in concomitant variation with other variables.
Indeed, the aim is to provetha~ t~econcomitances are mutually determining.
It is not therefore the users, of,ear~ier, functionalist, ethnography only
" who may be tempted into asSUming the existence of these relationships.
The less interested anthropologists are in 'social structure' the more
pos~ible;- 0l1e might say.,.'thl3.tit becomes assumed by default:. Any
analysis is derived from a universe: the tendency is for this to acquire
a socially bounded reality froIn its very selection by an anthropologist.
Hence the value of 'those studies which are attempts to' understand boundary
making and maintenance at different levels.

.',' -_Wha.te.ve.r:-tm~.t.ur.a_o.f.: ..&thnographio -pre';'struoturing, ,'the souroe -of
the anthropologist's generalisations has been a speoifiohuman experience.
Yet we know that it is usually difficult to get even the feel of the
actuality of"the people observed, of the thinginE3ss of things, from
ethnQ~aphio ,aocounts.
Since the anthropologist was inevitably the
mediatorof the life which'hetransla'tesintothelanguage of his
refiders" his personal evaluation of i t tis' surely a proper part of the
etPnog'fap:Qy. ,INhere such 'an aocount is -%I)ade,(usually as a 'popular'
piece of autobiography) I believe it enriches the "academic' presentation.
Examples aretbe dual studies of ,pygmy -life by Turnbull arid of the AkWe
Shava.nte by Maybury-Lewis. I have suggested that we still, need to ask what
is a society; why not also consider what is 'ethnography?
"
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ltis fairly, clear that aasoon as the attempt is made to
elucidate the truth-grounds, 'or the rational grounds, for ,discrimination
'~ between paradigrnsthen there'; arise a set of intractable,and to some
extent imponderableproblems~ Iil,the:caseofreligious and non~
religious paradigms one can, of course, deny6utright'that there'are any
paradigm-indeperiderit'criteria of rati6nality which would, 'ariab'~~'paradigm
discriminationto 'take place. The advocate:s of thisviewcon;tep,dthat
criterla of ra tionalftyare paradigm-relaiive, and hence th~r'e are not
available to us any crlteria ,of rationa.1fty}Vhich wouldenabi~,us 'to
judge be'tween paradigms, and 'thiS:lS 'to' rule as . ~on-rationaJ, those
. processes of paradigm-discrimination and' paradigm-displaceme1:ltwhich,
in fact, can be observed; to 'take place •. Nevertheless, in spite of what
appear to be these obvious defects, such a view i's implied in ,a ' ..
Wittengensteinian "form of life" argllment with it's insistence, that the
criteria of assessment are intrins!ic to the "form of life" ~And we
find in the work of Peter Winch the impiication~of a,"form of'tife"
argument developed systematically and in some detail. arie important
implication of such a view is ,of course, that the sociologist or social
anthropologist 'i'sprohibited from making critical judgments about, the
beliefs he studies. BUt it is not only in the fields of linguistic
philosophy and sociology tha t we find such view for if we turn to the
work of Thomas Kuhn in the philosophy of science we find the claim that
we cannot have truth-grounds for theory-choice. W~ can find elements of
the same the,sis in the work of Whorf on Umguage and, with certain
provisions, in Mannheim' s work in the sociology of knowledge. Inone
form or another therefore the claim that'criteriaof truth and ration
ality are paradigm-relative is Widespread •.'
..

a

If paradigm-choice is ultimately shown to be 'a relative, arbitrary
and somewhathon-rational affair then the~odernpurveyor of paradigms
may well find that he is faced with a market sitUation in which the final
and only remark he can make to his potential consumers,is, as Aldous
Huxley orice put it, "YOu pays your money yOU takes your choice". How
ever if this fate is to be avoided then "one would need to f:jhow tha t
there are paradigm-indapandentqriteria ofrl;itionalitywhich sinlply are
the criteria of rationality: the existence ,of such criteria being a
prerequisite of·paradigm-discr~mination. Ey making this move one could
avoid the charges of "extremetelatiiTism il of I'irrationality" though one
might, nevertheless, adniit truit" there was a ,certain element of provision
ality about the cr:lteria one arrived ale "futprovisionality is not
'relativism. It lsof some imp'ortance, however, that we are able to
specify in some way the' criteria of rationality which it is hoped can be
provisionally accepted. Unfortunately, i t is considerably easi~r to
specify what will not do than wHat will do, a,nd it is certa~nly easier
to show that' there is a proC~ss':of 'rat!onaldisQourse, which embodies
appropriate and acceptable' crite'r-ia, rahging across various d~sciplines
than it is to show that' thereis'a process of ~ational ~iscourse,'
embodying appropriate and acceptabilie criteria, rangi~g aor9sS
·Weltanschauungen.
'
Ini tia'lly 'let us See'what willnbt do as provisionally aoceptable
criteria of rationality. This can be accomp'1ished, somewhat indirectly,
by considering the case of paradigm-choice between religious and non
religious paradigms. Eoth these categories of paradigmshave'been
charged with possessing thefeatvre of logical invulnerab{litY,and to be
f'ound'inpossession of this fei'iture'is tobefo'und guiltyofa serious
, rational defect - one might even say,' if we' accept this, critioi$m, that
any paradigm coming under either of these categories is ipso facto
irredemably defective. One answer to this charge runs as follows:

to construe the,alleges, feature as a ~eatllre of logical invulnerability
and hence as'a rauoni.:ti defect not only'involves a misconstruction, but
it is amisconst:J:,'Uytion which results from applying. an 'inappropriate
andrest:r1ctive standard of rafionali ty. In short, what i,s requi.red is
a non-falsificatiqnistthesis of ration~litywhichwil~dojustice to a
wide rangeof."intel1eotu~1,and·creativeaotivities which may properly be
oai!~d rationa.l activi t:j.~e but w'hoseprocedure's oannot adequately be
chara.qteriSed'in \Te:dfioati,onis1; /fslsifi,cationis t tems.· ,It thus seems
plausible to contend tij:at thereisa sca~e,of rationalityral1ging over
suoh things as the choice of ,ElcierJ,tific theories, the nature ·of
Philosophical,agreemep;t and Q.isa~eem~nt, cri,tical exegesis. historical
jUd€;ll!e~tandso on." The:r~. is', orao! ts'eems,an "overlap"between the
cri'ter~a of,rationalitY~mployedbydiffe;rel1t disciplines: Iiterary
,'oriticismis no less rational an activity, th~rtsu})-atom~c p'hysics~ But
notee . th¢comparison so far is between different disciplines not between
different world-viewse, The sheer scope, 'range, andpr,acticaland moral
import'of Welt~nshauurgEm makeit~ubstaritiallymqre difficult to
conceive of what, c~iteria of rationali ty c()uld u~~f:ully be' employed to
discriininate betweeJi.' them. Clearly we can talk. of good 8I).d bad science,
good and bad philosophY, good a:n,dbadliterary criticism but, can we in
", the same sense so readi!y talk of good .and bad world-views? . Perhaps,
", one might find para;llels between the' proce'ssess of ;rati()nal discourse at
work 'in relativ'e;I.y' rest;ricted 8.;reaslike literary cri ticismllnd .the
processes, of. rational. di,scourse at work in say Theravada Buddhisr,n. What
does 'seem more likely' is that one, will !irtd para1lels,of the required
kind, between the literary' cri tic qua literary criti,c ,and the anth,ro
p610gist qua an.thropologi'st. That this is mOre likely stems from the
fact that, there is some large measur.e of a~eement amoIJ.gst the respective
practitioners about whatcon~titutel;l good"literary c:r;it;l,.cism and wbat
oonstitutes good social anthropolOgy and, one might add, there is a
large measure of agreement, even amoIJ.gst non-praotition~rs, about the
relevance and importance of ,literary criticism and. social anthropology.
In both, it could probably,be shown that the rational procedures of the
~i terary crt tic and 1;he ',social anthropologist do not prf'l,suPPOS~, nor
could be :rendered in' terins of " tightly .knit, decision, procedures or a
'set of inductiire or deductive procedural 'rules. Conseq'l1ently, if we are
to consider such activities
lite~ary criticism and social anthro
pology as rule';'governed and rational setivi ties our notion of a "I"l,lle"
has'to beaufficientlybroad to account for what actually;goes on in
these d~sciplines. At least qne rat~onal1:racoeptable precept is.that
ina. ~er~b':ls stu4y'qf ~ givenphen6meno~ thetechni9,ue~of investigation,
and the ~ind of expl~nat~on or asseEi~l1lent. which, m~y be. forthcoming, should
be conceptually appropriate <to the phEmomerton under investigation. Such
a rpethodoiogical precept allo,ws fortll,E:i' poss!biiity that 'the investi
gation of 'aspebified phenomenon may Qommenoe without haViing laid down
in advahce, as it weJ;e, tight'deoision _proceq.ures, ;for the, nature ot the
'phenomenon under investiga:tiqn~ay'req1J:i,.re the 'inve,stigator to make
" r.elevaritjudgments Wllich 'canp6t beX~,ndJ~red ;in" au,cll t~rms,;but, nev.er
'tlieiess the procedures may well be rational, and rule-govern,ed. Con~
aequently,one'may 4isce:r;n some Qverlapin the rational procedures of
the literary oritic ~rid the socialanthXopologist:they,~yboth be
,said to satisfy the logical and evidential senses of the term
"rational". And even tpough,tn,ei,r procedures are no,tcas~ in, the
falsificationist mould;they arencmetheless'rational., But then again
the anthropologist !IDd'the. li.terary critic a're not in compet,ition, but,
in,.some
central
senaetheMarxist,
the
Christian'. .and ,the. Buddhis,t
are.
.
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'" 'HoWever, it isa1ao the caSe that th~re is a "critical lack,of'
fft" , or 'an' element of incommensurability" between ,paradigms and ,1 t is

o~ some importance, to notice that 'an overlap in their respective '
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criteria of·rationality isa necessary precondition-for talking about
their incommensurability. We need a reasonable and sympathetic working
knowledge of Buddhist doctrines in order to recognize that there is a
"cri tical la9k of fl til between them and say the Marxist Manifesto. In
order to do this we need to be able" to translate the Pali canon. In
so far as we are committed to the view that we can, in fact, translate
these canonical Buddhisttexts, we are committed also to the view that
there is some overlap in the rationality of the Theravada Buddhist and
the translator which makes this possible. The question may arise,
therefore, whether there is a suitable analogue tothenotioh of a
"critical lack of fit" in say the disagreements between literary critics
about the interpretation ofa play or in the disagreements between
philosophers or in the d~sagreements be~~eenanthropologists? But
even if we cou'ld detect sui table analogues would this not mean that we
would have to say, as indeed we could argue for in the case of religious
paradigms that such disagreements result from different paradigms
employing different antecedent presuppositions. In the case of
religious paradigms one might say that the critical lack of fit between
paradigms is not necessarily a result of any rational defect but that
it results from the fact that they carve the world up in different ways.
For example, the Buddhist and the Christian paradigms seem,· on the face
of it, to be making competing claims about "what is the case". But on
closer inspection we find that they constitute the world in such radi
cally different ways that it becomes questionable whether they are deal
ing with the same phenomena, and, of course, if they are not dealing
with the sam~ phenomena, then in what sense can it be claimed that they
are competing ?
This dilemma is not a superficial one. Paradigm disputation
equally resembles an argument about what the evidence is as it does
an argument about the correct or most plausible interpretation of the
evidence. That there is some common ground between paradigms in order
to get the, dispute going seems undeniable just as it seems undeniable
that there must be some implicit overlap in criteria of rationality if
the translation of the Pall. canon is to be accomplished~ Difficulties
arise in relation to the former because once the alleged paradigm
independent evidence is incorporated into a specified paradigm then its
nature..;. and not only.! tssignificance - undergoes change. And this is
not intended to be "over-charitable" to the rationality of paradigms.
But it is to say the. t in a certain sense two paradigms could fulfil
both the evidential and logical criteria of ratiorialityand yet a '
~ispute arise between them.
Earlier it was suggested that the kind
of assessment or explanation which m~ be given of a phenomenon must be
conceptually appropriate and, of Course, what is considered to be
conceptually appropriate will depend on what one considers to be the
nature of the phenomenon. It is precisely at this point that the "
disputes arise: some types and kinds of explanation will be ruled out
, of court or Oonsidered reduridant. The Marxist will riot concede that
suffering, evil and death are in need of the kind o~ explanation given
by the Christian or the Buddhist. How then is it possible to judge the
plausibility of a paradigm's antecedent presuppositions? One answer is
that the only way is to work through the paradigm,as it were. But
'clearly if this is the only possibility then not only are paradigms world
constituting tho;r. are also self-verifying. It is also the case,
however, that to do justice to the plausibility of a particular set of
antecedent presuppositions, there is an initial requirement to give a
phenomenological account, bracketing questions of truth, and elucidating
th~ standards of intelligibility and judgments operating within the
paradignl.The objection is that this is all that we can le'gi timately
accomplish, for we cannot make further logi'cal or cognitive judgments
without presupposing an equally problematical set of anteoedent
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presuppositions •. On this account the demand for non-context·dependent
criteria of rationality which would serve as a provisionally acceptable
critical standard is misconceived.; What this amounts to saying is that
the.logicaJ,. bE:lha,yiour of such words as "rational", "explanation",
"plausible", "evidence" and so on, in their non-nursery contexts, is
such that they are related and relat.ive toa set.of antecedent pre
suppositions which,in turn, are given their.mature expression in a
specified paradigm•
. But whatever substance there is in this kind of characterisation
of the logical behaviour of such terms as "rational ll itca~ hardly be
said·tobe an exha1.1stive account for there area number of eminently
rational precepts (e.g. ~hat the k:i,.nd of assessment and explanation
given of a phenomenon must be conceptually appropriate) in which the
appeal to anteoedent presuppositions seems redundant. And yet the
force and implications of such precepts·. seemundeniable. For example,
it is of crucial importance to realise that the kinds of explanation
of physical phenomena given by the physical scientist are conceptually
inappropriate for understanding social p~enomena. Causal explanations,
at least of the type given of physioal pheiloznena, are inappropriate
because, to put it crudely, we cannot attribl,lte intentions to an
electron - we cannot ask an electron what its reasons for behaving thus
are - but we can, and must, ask agents for expla~ations of their
behaviour. Naturally, this presupposes that people, as opposed to ob
jects, are of such a nature that they are. capable of having intentions
and performing intentional acts. But then this presupposition is not in
dispute by any religious or non-religious paradigm. . It is not the kind
of presupposition we have in mind when we talk about differences in
antecedent presuppositions. Hence, it need not worry us unduly that
a precept presupposes a cornmon way of differentiating and interpreting
our experience of the world.
One of the implications of these remarks is that there is a need for
theory of 'ratioJ;,l.ality.For e~ample t Kuhn te notion
of a,paradigm, and its analogues in non-scientific cont~xts, complioates
the problemsinvoived in assessing the rationality of a particular
paradigm or paradigm-category. On Kuhnts account we cannot, with any
prec:i,.sion, lay down in advance what will verify or falsify a whole
paradigm. ~soriptively speaking, paradigms can be shown to tolerate,
or accommodate, all kinds of "refutations" so that i f a falsificationist
thesis is to account for the natur~ of scientific progress it needs to
be amended to incorporate degrees of fal~ification.Suchanamendment
seems contrary to .the intent~ons of the falsificationist thesis. There
remains the interesting possibility that the .incommensurability of
paradigms is not the result of any defect in their rationality,but,
rather results from the faot that they constitute the world. in different
ways. This possibility warrants further investigation particularly in
relation to paradigm analogues in the religious and non-religious
categories. Two implications seem apparentl (a) it may 1:)e possible
to have non-context dependent criteria of rationality which would not
be restricted to the verificationist/falsificationist type, and (b)
. judgments between paradigms might rest on considerations of the
plausibility of a paradigm's antecedent presuppositions rather than
resting on whether or not a paradigm meets the canons offalsificationism.
Let us call this the non-fals:i,.ficationist thesis of rationality.

a non-falsificational

The term "rational ll · tends tobeappiied in two related, though
distinct, senses: we talk of the rationality of belief and we talk of
the rationality of action. Let us consider the rationality of belief.
Beliefs can be characterised as irrational if they are· illogical in some
sense (e.g. they are inconsistent orcontradictory~ or if the beliefs
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have been arrived at in some way that is thought to be unsatisfactory
(e.g. they are based on irrelevant considerations or they are based on
insuffiCient evidence or -they are no.t "held open to refutation). For
examp1e,religious beliefs are often taken to be irrationalbeoause,
it is held, they 'are not open to disconfirmingevidence. But both the
logi,calljind evidential criteria of rationality require reass.essment if
we apply.a non..falsificationist thesis. To demonstrate the ~xtent of
such a reasse~sment let us consider some of the arguments used by
MacIntyre in' his "Is understanding religion com;patible, with believing?"
(in Wilson (ed»)~
.
.
MacIntyre raises the following question: how is it that what
appears intelligible in one'social context can appear not to make sense
.in another? He cites Christianity as a case in po~nt and he further
notes that the internal incohe~ences in Christian concepts did not go
unnoticed in the Middle Ages, but they were tolerated. They were
tolerated, aocording to ~2~Intyre, because they were indispensable to
the forms of desc~iption embodied in the prevailing social structure:
the concepts derived their point from the prevailing social patterns
of behaviour. The process of secularisation deprived the ooncepts of
their point, and, hence, the incoherences.were no longer tol,erated or
tolerable. MacIntyre's argument rests on :two distinct claims: (a)
that
first identify incoherences ina given paradigm and (b) that
paradigm displacement is not' the resu,lt of rational argument, but,
results from changes in ~he structures of societies. The second claim
seems socio+ogica11y oorrect but it tells us little, if it tells us
anything, . about ,the rationality of a given paradigm. It is only when
we .have first established that a given paradigm is rationally
defective, eithe.r in the logical orevidential senses or both, that we
can ask the Durkheimian question why do the adherents hold on to such
beliefs in the face of such problems. Then sociological explanations,
or the lik13,.become the, only. ones available to us. lVIethodologically,
there are.twpconditions which need to be fulfilled before one can
legitimately be in a position. to establir;lh thl'l.t a given p~radigm is
rationally defective: the first condition requires us initially to
detect the standards of rationality, or intelligibility, operative
within th~specified paradigm; the second condition specifies that we
necessarily invoke our own criteria of rationality as the final critical
standard. The first condition is a prerequisit13 of sociological
investigation and the; second condition ma~es.critical evaluation
possible. There is, little need to. quarrel with these two conditions
but so much depends on what we take to be our own standards of
rationality: we need to be fairly clear as to what constitute the
criteria of rationality which we claim we are invoking when we commence
sociological investigation. W~tters of verification and falsification
do have application within religious and non-religipus paradigms. They
do constitute an important part of a ·paradigm'splausibility, but,
they do not encompass the entir.e plausibility-potential of' such
paradigms. Nei ~her 'should they.' Paradigms. 'appeal to a commons trand of
rationality which allOWS the individ~al adherent to employ his own
judgment.in interpreting and evaluating evidenoe and counter-evidence,

we

For example, the Christian paradigm does not demand of its
practitioners that they should iBnore arguments which maybe levelled
against the paradigm; . neither does the Christian paradigm 'demand that
all recaloitrant evidence be treated as only apparently recalcitrant.
Nevertheless, paradigms do tend to lay down the general direction in
which such judgments should operate, but, it is difficult to
characterise this as a rational defect. The Christian tradition
delineates the relationship between "love" and "suffering" in a
substantially different way from the Buddhist tradition; the ways in
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whiohsuch relatiorlGhips are delineated a're a function of the inter-"
pretative capa'ci ty of the paradigm. And this is partly - and only ,
partly -'independent of the paradigm's identification of what constitute
cases of "loving" and "suffering". A Chr1'stian paradigm, for example,
specifies that a believer's final 'judgment should be not to d'eny God's
love in spite of counter-evidenoe. 'But does this amount to 8'rati'onal
defect ?' What' 1's' responsible for it being' called
rat:l.:onal defect is,
in part, 'a misconstruction of how the evidential role operates wi thin
a paradigm and, in patif~: it is the result of a restrictive view of w~t
constitute the criteria of rationality. The role of evidence in a
religious paradigm does not operate on a one-track or linear basis;
nei therare religious beUefsj.n any useful sense characterised as
provisional or tentative hypotheses. ; The 'evidence presentedbya
religious paradigm is not presented in terms of a sound deductive argu
ment, that is, in terms of an argUment whose premises 'are taken to be
true and in which the truth of the conclusion follows logically from the
truth of the premises~ Indeed,the sheer scope and the profound
practical import of religious and non-religi6us'paradigms makesi t a
rather hopeless task to seek paradigm justification in these terms.
Theodicies i'ndicate that typically religious 'paradigms'are-concerned to
elucidate the meaning of suffering, evil, death and so on. Religious
paradigms present important judgments on, arid explanations of', suoh
matters, but', to insist that suoh judgments and explanations be
rendered in terms of deductively sound arguments or hypotheses is to
aJ?plY a restrictive and inappropriate standard. A Christian paradigm
s~mply does not operate like a rule-book on ;hypothetico;"deductive method.
It seems correct to suggest that in the'case of non-scientific
paradigms we cannot lay down in advance a set of rules governing the use
of evidence; rather the rules operative within a given' paradigm may
only be discernible by examining the judgments made by its practitioners.
In a sense, wha t those practitioners judge it reasonable t6infer
'
constitutes what it is reasonable to infer. {Different practitioners
may arrive at different conclusions depending onwhat;weight they
attach to various elements wi thin a paradigm. Judgments of this kind
do not fit into a simple linear pa ttern ,but this does not mean that
they are, by virtue of this fact, ,to be, considered as rationally
defective. Even in the cases where the beliefs are in principle
falsifiable, but in practice not, the problem about their rationality
cannot simply end 'there. ,MacIntyre's argument in so far as it rests on
an assumption concerning the linearity and provisional nature'of
religious claims is, therefore, inconclusive and somewhat wrongly
directed.
'

a

But though anon-falsificationist thesis allows for a broader
based concept of rationality' the notion of a paradigm complicates the
issue still further. One might be prepared to argue that the disputes
arising between non;"soientific paradigms cannot be settled by an appeal
to further evidence as the paradigms, as it were, aim to accoinmodate' '
all the evidence thetis presented to them. It then seems plausible to
contend that the disputes arise because' paradigm's interpret the same
evidence differently. But it is not clear that this account is
straightforwardly correot. A Buddhist paradigm would characterise what
is allegedly independent evidence in: such a radically different way
to a Christian paradigm that it begins to look as if it is 'implausible
to say that we are dealing with the same evidence. This point requires
further clarification. Given, as Ninian Smart argues, that existential
questions about religious entities are more like their counterparts in
science (e.g. Do electrons exist 1) than like the simpler existential
questions of the nursery then'it seems a genuine possibility that we may
run into similar problems to those which Kuhn alludes to in relation
to
,
,
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scientific paradigms. I think it can be shown that we do. For example
if wei :;tgke; say, the nursery'sense of,"suffering" then we ca,n identify
(indepehdently of an appeal toa scientific, religious ornon-religiqus
explanation) cases of suffering. But; when we ask for an exp~aria.tiorl '.
of the causes of suffering we are inevitably lead back''t6 paradigm-tied
explanations. The types of answers which are forthcoming will depend
on the type ofsuff~ring one has in mind. The 'answers pro£:erredby
religious paradigms tend to make us see su'ffering-where we f6,rmer~y,
believed i t to be abseh:t.Even if one' assuinesthat religious arid non- ,
religious pa!'adigmsappeal to paradigm-independeht"ev"idence'one can still
discern that such'eviden;ce undergoesimport'arit' changes onceit
incorporated wi thin a specified paradigm. The kind."of ch'ari~es which
such evidenee undergoes cannot befuIly accbuntedfor in terins of, the
ways in which paradigms' weigh and interpret the various evidenti~l
strands. ", Thewdicies are informative irithis as they raise the ,general
problem of the relationship 'between paradigm-independen;t and, paradigm":
constituted evidence~ It may ',be the case that the arguments which are
raised about the univocal, equivocal and analbgical uses of ; language are
instances of this, ,more gene.ral problem.
"

is "

Consider the following oversimpl~fied ~~ample. The firs,t two of
the Four Noble 'Truths declared by 'the Buddha are (1) 'that all existence
is sorrowful arid (2) that the cause or sorrow. is crav;i.ng'. Prima facie
it 'seems the. t the' first 'assertion canbe'takiert independently of the
second. That is, it seems as if we can first know, in a paradigm
independent manner,' that all existence involves suffering and then we
can look roundforari'e±planation which is given, inpart, by the, second
assertion~ Of course, the explana tibn in term:;; of "cravi:pg" is orily
partiaIly adequate' asvi/e cannot understan.d the" fuIlimportOfwha t is
meant by "craving" until we understand the concept
of. "nirvana"; only
.
when this is accomplished~s the exple.natiol1 deemed to be relatively
complete - at least, from the 'Buddha I s point of v~ew., What is ,olear,
is that the all-pervasiveness of "suffering ll is explained by the all- ,
pervasiveness of "cravingli: "craving" is 'both a necessary and Sufficient
condition for the existence of "suffering". But the Btiddhist doctrine
of "Not-self" importantly determines the meariing of, the terms "suffering"
and "cravingli • In the ordinary sense we canideritifyx as a' case of
suffering independently of knowing that x was caused by y~However, in
the Buddhist paradigm once we have come to' unde~stand that the cause ,of
suffering is craving we have also come to understand that "craving" is
a central featu'reof."all human enterprise as weno:rmallyconceive it.
The nursery sense of' "suffering" has been extended to cover situations
to which it does not usually apply., The person who i,s nor,mallydescribed
as being more or less content' with his life-style (e .g. has aehieyed his,
professional ambitions or has a good relationship witnhis wife and
"
family) would, nevertheless, on the Buddhls t schema ,be under the
intoxication of wordly influence: he w'ould be t1 su ffering" whether he
knew it or not. ,The whole force of the Buddhist' wradigm is to help the
individual to see that ;he really is sufferirig' -that' is, its aim is to
help him see suffering where he previously thou;ght j.'tto be absent. It'
is no answer to the Buddhist to insist that he :has committed the error
of generalising one side of apola~ term, for the distinction between
"suffering" and "non-suffering" doe shave appiica ti'on within the
Buddhist paradigm. Vmat it is important to note is that the Buddhist
paradigm does not rest content with. simply pointing to commonly agreed
features of human life (that men sometimes suffer); rather, the basic
concepts of Buddhism (e.g.tartha, dukkha, nirvana) central to the
Buddhist explanation of the world constitute the world in such a way
that the appeal to paradigm-independent evidence involves a recon
stituting of what that evidence is. There is a conceptual link, as well
as a causal relation, between "suffering" and "craving". The position
equally resembles an argument about what the evidence is as much as it
;

,

;

,
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resembles an argument ahou.t the correct interpretation of . the
evidence.' GE:lnerally, theodices possess this two.fold characteristic:
they iui Felly. appeal topare,digm.....independenf evidence, but, once
such evidence has peen incorporated into t~e parad~gm, its nature and
not
only its significance,
undergoes cl;Jange~
:. .
..
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..... What can be~:t;~irlY s'ai~att~~spoint:is 'that"the, phenomenon of
'a,lternatlon.,takencUmulatively'int9 accoun~ wi.th othe;rsa],.,;i.ent ;features,
ofa' So'cJ.b'logical.;perspe,ct:lv~begi~s,t o constitute groundsfo:r. denying
thepla;uslbilityo.f :rel;i.giou8 paradi,gms. The sociolqgist ,oan offeX'us '
. 'ratioha~,grou~ds:forpre.fepI'~ngllis'sociologicaJ,.parad:i,gm. ,:wt us.
briefly SliiDmarise rsorri~ ,of the .relevant, sociological considerations,. '
(a)ihesoc:iologist can,o;f:f~:r us an aocountof why the. practitioners.
of religious paradigms hold on totl+eir beliefs in spi t~ oftha' .'
fundamental pi:~,blelIls:about the truth~valuabifity of such ,beliefs (e.g.
Durkheim) , .'"(b) ·socioJ,.ogists c@highlight the unintende<iconsequenoes
of particu1.a:rre~:i.Bious,meaning-sYsteIits'andreve~l hitherto important
and unnoticed characte:dstics of social structure not. acc01,mted, ,for .
'from within.' a given religious account of what the worldis like (e.g.
Weber), (c) the sociologist can show that the demand for an over-all
int,erpretation of human experience (that is the deman¢l. f0+, a .
Weltanschauung) is equa,lly'asgreat as, if not: gremterthan, 'the
cornmitinentt6 giv~, a true aCCOl,1nt ,of the wori~ (thisf element· can be
seen clearly.in'th¢ workef Berger), (d) the sociologists, can point to
a fundamental shift in the lIinner-meaning ll structures I 9+ religious
paradigms'(cf~ LuClanann), (e) it can be shown that religious paradigms
are not displaced by rattonal argument but,rather cease to Rs relevant
beMuse of large,scale 9ha~~s in the structures.·o:f:~ocieties (cf •. ,.
lVIacrntyre),,(f) ,the sociology of knowledg~ can indiqate that in the
case of ViTel tensha.uungen- sooip-historical circumstance largely determine
what,is taken, at anygiveilpoint' asco~stii;u~inga pJ.,Busibleove.r-all
interpretation of the world (of. IVIan~eim). ·If one tak~sthe.se points
cumulativelY one can see that the generaldis~nchantmentw~ththe
plausibility of r~J.,igiotis pa,radigrris .is the :Tesulto,f a variety of
sociological endeavours. It is al$o interesting to note that whatever
.theforc~ of thiscUmulative,disenchantmentthe~eis, no appeal jiO what
haS become the characteristic phil,Osophical critique of;religion. "
namely,the Claim that re:p.gious beliefs are ra.tionallydefective because
theya're unfalsi'fiable.EVenin.· the case of Durkheim's critique' the
conce1;'rl is to give a coherent account of diverse apdirlOompatible
religious belief;sYs~eiJj.sehe. is not concerned to say, tha,treligious
beliefs are irrational. becauSe they areurtfalsifiable, - .what he. is
concerned tOd,? Js to say th'eitsuoh belief.' systems, are inadequate
'cha'racterisations of what really is -the case; they are: to be considered
,if~lse:lI. only inthis'sense. '.. One, might therefore be inclined to wonder
why sociologisi;s h~ye n.ot ,directl.yassaulted religious 'claims in the way
thatsome'c~mtemporarY;'phnoso,:phe.rshave done.Ther~ason is, I think;" , .
not.
difficult
to . find.,
SociolQgists
would be dir:dn,clinedtO,derive
..
\. - .
. .
.
their model of pat~,Onali~:ty fr,ojIl the, physical s9ie,:~lCes. They would not
wan,t of ,course to' claim that the pbysica,l sciel.lcesd,onot embody an
acceptable standard '0.£ rationali iy, but, they would want to claim, as for
example Mannlleimdoes, that the physic,al science mode 1 is simply not
suitable for the social sCiences.
'.
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'THE ODD ,PHILOSOPHER'

This ,is not the occasion to return 'to the details of the anthropology/
philosophy issue, but Tennekes'mention of the 'odd philosopher' (1971138)
points to an important differenc,e between,:the',tw6 books under review'.'
Put bluntly, Tennekes does not think much of the philosophioal perspeotive
whereas MacIntyre, ~ow Professor of the Histbry,of Ideas at' Brandeis
University,' gOlltintially 'bringa' his ea.rliertraining to bear on the
conceptual problems raised by the activities of social sci~~tists.
According to Herskovits, the 'cult~~ai relativism' thesis involves
'a far-reaching re-examination of pre-ex;l,;sting commitments, a very' real'
struggle between the intellectual and emotional components in attitudes
long accepted and convictions lon.gh~ld' '(1958:,266). This pertains to
the questions which are raised by juxtaposing Tennekes against ~~cIntyre:
should our re-examinat~on, our 'progr~mm~' in, the paradigmatic sense of
that word, involve 'philosophical'investigation ?
.
..
."
.
For present purposes, we can accept Winch's condensed formulation of
the programme which relates a philosophical sta!ic::e to the activity of
'empirically' 'examining social phenomena. He distinguishes between
" 'empirical enquiries which must wait upon experience for their solution'
and the examination of how concepts work (1958: 16). Since it is taken
to be the oase that 'in discussing language philosophically we are in
fact discussing what counts as belonging to the world' it is one of the
jobs of philosophy to show that much, if not all empirical enquiry raises
conceptual questions. If anthropologists aocept this view, then it
inevitably follows that they engage in 'philosophy'. ~~o things follow
from this. First, anthropology of the Radcliffe-Brownian variety stands
at a further remove from (linguistic) philosophy than does that of the
Evans-Pritchard species. This is because the two varioties apply different
types of concepts; linguistic (philosophical) examination of participant
discourse is more directly associated with the 'anthropology of meaning'
than it is to the 'anthropology of general scientific laws'. It is the
difference between the anthropologist who concentrates on working through
native categories and the one who treats sui-generis 'meaning' as but a
step on the path of applying such scientific concepts as can facilitate
the techniques of comparative functionalism. Further, the 'philosopher',
especially if he takes a Winchian view as to the nature of social
science, can (so to speak) help Evans-Pritchard, whereas his linguistic
perspective will probably mean that his relations with Radcliffe-Brown
(or ~rurdock) will be directed through critically destructive channels.
".:

....-

"

~
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Such considerations are important because they point to the selective
impact of (linguistic) philosophy in purely beneficial respects. Thus
since Tennekes regards anthropology in some sort of Radcliffe-Brownian
sense (ibid: 78), the role of the Winchian philosopher will be relegated
to criticism. In other words, if Tennekes extends the component of
'empirical enquiries' (as defihed above), then he is (from his own,
albeit mistaken, point of view) quite entitled to cast out certain
aspects of linguistic, conceptual, analysis.

MY second introductory remark is of a more general order. It
assumes that the impact of (linguistic) philosophy is selective, and asks,
who should we call philosophers ? skirting the issue as to whether philo
sophy can make substantive as opposed to analytical contributions, it is
common-sensical that any analytical examination of social phenomena must
rest on a set of procedural and interpretative assumptions. So far as
I can make out, Tennekes applies the word 'methodology' to cover this
stock of ideas. He suggests, 'It is feasible ••• to remain as much as
possible within the boundary-zone between philosophy and empirical science

that is called methodology'. To my mind, this so:ct ot' assertion is
absurd. ,It implies tha.t phi;Losophe,r13 are solely cO?:,cerned with
spepifically philosophical que'~tions ul1d are attempting to deve;:Lop a
su'bs:'taritive body of knowledge by,' non-experimental (or' empirical' )
methop.s which stand ap~rt fro~ 'methodology'.: In fact, severals~at:tered
remarks show that this is i!ldeed vi-hat' Tenilekes has in mind (see hi,s' , •
refere;nces to, ortega y Gasset and: Vr-pPeursen). HeJ;'skovi ts ~+so veers
towar,ds the 'm!ll3.ter~.scient~~t',p'o~i·tiop.
•. Wha,t at lei;lst Tennekes does,
not realise. is thi3..t much modern, ph;i.l,oso.Vhy' is' not of this, order" ,and that
much is'specifically designed lo,broach'the type ofconc~pt;ual q.i;fficU'1;ties
which are patticularly characteristie;of the 'methodological.' seotor of
sO!J~alsCi~nce".
' '
'
, "
,,
"
.

' . ,

.

It isi complet~ly futile to' argue,:' I,l;tm r'.n anthrepolo~st,an
'einp~rical i investigator; it is not my job 'to examine conceptually my

'me,thod61ogy,'.For,a:hd this is the whole 'point of my argument,s, there
are'not philosophers and anthropologists. ' Instead, there are those who
'are lUCkY enough to have received a training which allOws'. them to take a
" philosophic,a;J. p~rspective" and ther,e, are thea,e w!].o, like Tennekes, retain
their faith' in the, '~mpirlcal' (s;e~"\nri:9f1 ;i.bfd:15-16) • Look at the .
collection Rationality (1970)' and' try distinguishing ,philosophers from,
anthropologists on any other criteria than that of c6mpetence.

,Before det?iling a comparison of Tennekes and N~cIntyre~ it is
useful to giye sOlpe further indication of whlcl;J.anthr9Pologicalproblems
are most susceptiple to (linguistic) phiJ,.osophicalexaIIlination., Unless
thi$ point is cleared up, the defender of Tennekes could retort _tibut ,
given his proplematic he has no need to turn, to Philosophy.HWe can imagine
a hierarchical feedback system. Thus Nuer Religion can be examined, at
the procedural :Level; from a conceptual vantage point ( see Winch 1967).
At the same time, no,philosopher, with the possible exception of Gell!ler,
would deem it necessary to make the actual 'empirical' examination of
this aspect of Nuerlife. Thus the practising 'empirical' anthropologist
is hierarchicaily related to the phi:j.osophicalstandpoint. In the sense
that no philosopher coul<i argUe about reJ,~tivis;n without turning to a
certain number of 'empir~cai'procedures and findings, the anthropologist
is an, integral component of his scheme.' Converseiy , . the anthropologist
cannot just go into the field and 'interpret. Henel?, Evans-Pri tcpard
read Levy-Bru~l (a 'philosopher ,) before 'INritingoD Azande mag~c, and his
knowledge of Catholic, philosophy helped him analyse the Nuer's religion.
But because ',empir;ical' ex~ination cal1not proceed wi thoup assuming a
certain way or, certain ways of ;Looking a t the world, and because the
philosopher can, always 'CJ;'eate': aspects of his arguments, the rela Hon
ship is hierarchical.
. . . .
.

J'

We can no~ .,locate anthropological con.cep.tlJ.al difficuJ.ties ydthin this
hierarchical scheme:
Diagram (1) Conceptual assumptionl:l:
proceduralruJ,.es,.
I
Tennekes 'methodology'.
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As one moves down "G}',,: ";\,~ ~em, the upper layers ;'" '111·,[;'; .i.;':/'::SJ.~essively
less; the conceptual ,i,rpllcatioris of such inve 8 GiG''tl tions beoome We~.1<;er.
But this is p.ot to say that they disappear: the diagram is suppQl;led.to
show thfit conceptual and ~mpirical i!1Vestigations interpd l1etrate e(ll~~
other, are relative toone ah6ther~ ('.At;thesallle time, 1:ihe philosopher ,
(e$:Pecially't4e, linguistic' P:tl:l.ltisopher) has little' tOfJay 'about the:.
lower levels: " criticismist60 easy. ,Conyersely, we 'Can see'why mOst
philosophers' are today writirtg' abou~t' th~ h~gh~r .level topics • langer'
writ'es,' 'the concept of meiming~'~'~:rs1ihe d.'oinih'ant" philosophical 'co,nc~pt
ofQurtirne'F (i962: 55). ~us reCEmt,'sllifts'in anthrb'pb:Logy,have
followed (?) modern philo!30phy~ the reSUlt o'eing 'such wbrk,~as '.
'
Rationalit~.Viliatis more, the' shift in' anthropolob"'has'n9t R~en "
merely from function to meaning; it has also been fromtsyntagmatic t
to 'paradigI;l1atic'. This latter does not relate to linguistic philosophy
in quite"the same w'ay. ·'!ri.deed,portions of, A.s.A.lCfyery clea:Hy show,
the tension which eXists between
the paradigmatic'; approach:
I3,nds'ucb'
'.' .'
I , .
":','
..'.'
,
.
, ,'.'
theories ,of meaning as have been developed. by .linguistic '. phi::Losophers.
Yet it is still possible to sa1/that this .centralprobl~matic ... the ".
'question of how far paradigmatic styles of analysis should be extended 
.i is being disCUssed in a 'phi'iosophical', style~' ~':'ArdenerlslTh(? New ','
Anthropology an\!' i tkCritics:i , fa; as iphilo~o:ph:J.6all,as'Wilich' s The Idea
oia Social Science ~ . ,
' . }', ,f ". . . . . 1 ,
.
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Tennekes and MacIntyre are, in their different fashions, addressing
the relatively unf'ormuleted procedures associated with the question of
cross:cultural intelligibility. This enterprise, to 'In'-crease self:"
consciousness and critical coherence, is of vitaiimp6rt;'as yet there
do~s not 'e:X:~,st a. book' in' Whicht~e logic ~f. this,p~ocedure. i~system':'
ahcally portrayed and analysed. ' There ~s no clear and log~cally ...
cornpleteexegesis of those' difficulties consequertt'upon'suoh notions as
'relativism t , I compa:dson , " 'fideism', i'tmiversals', . 'evaluation' ; .
'translation" and so bn~ . The lacunae wait to' be filled. ,.
MaoIntyre, as indicated by the title 'Of his work, 'isi!).terested in
. much more' than understanding primitive l3ocieties~'YVbat· he does ha:ve to
say on this topic Can be equated with seve:ral other ~r~icles(J.A.S.O•
. Vol I No.2 contains sOlJlSreferences) •.' ThiEl tradition isqharacterised.
by (generally) philosophers delving irtto'the rubble;'fii~ed foundations'
.of oui-discipline often to emerge with startling and logidaliY"plausible
insights. Only rarely, :and nota t 'all in the case ;of Mac Int;Yre , are"
these insights developed'into logicallycom:pletesystems~'. This means
that i t is not easyfo~ the average anthropologist to"read' their works.
The same' cenbe said of the relev'ant :sectidns'of the bobkuncler feview:
lacking an 'acleqmi te handbook or'Tha:p', ':the paradoxical situation emerges
that the clarifications and arguments developed by"MacIntYre'aot to '
increase some of ou:r, confusions. ,The lacunae are in a ,manner of speaking,
aggravated; . 'his narrow thrusts widen a' field of thought which 'is already
too complex for the typical anthropologist.'
.
There is ho reason for us to crlticiseMacIntyre for not providing
us with a handbook. It would appear that this Job best awaits an
anthropologist, 'for without such a pe~spective the trained :philosopher
is in noreai position to see what is, in an overall sense, required.
Tennekes, I suspect, has taken on this enterprise. Unfortunately, as
is so often the case, a second-rate scholar has stepped in to fill the
gap.,' The result 'is that our expectations are not realised; his handbook
1.

A. Hanson, who

has~itten

in this Journal, is working on such a book.
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'doesne~t to nothing to f~llthe undoubted rieed.
Even worse, by
'producing such a bad, han<;lbook, Teiinekes is likely to mislead and
diso.ourageothers. He has, .if you like, smeared and distorted the
lacunae" And unlikeN~clntyre's work, his has the, word 'anthropology'
in the ti
'
- ,.tle.
',:

,.' . ,Yfuy: does a. reading of Mac Pltyre serve to

~;x:pose the shallowness of
Tel1rlekes? 'As indicated, ev~ry,thing, with the possible exception of
memttalendowment,: hinges on th,eir different attitudes ,to the philosophical
perspective.,<, pefining 'cultural relativiSm'.as the 'thesis that 'all human
act~on is profoundly,,<;ietermined by culture and hence·bound by a given
cultvra,lsitua,ti<m' (op' c;i..t: I), he .follows He;r.skovits (who in turn
foilowed Siegel) :and ,distinguishes three aspects: the methodological,
the philosophical and, the practical (ibid: 8) •. The secondl, which Hersko
, vits describes as ..'concern(ing) the nature of cultural values. 8.l1,d, beyond
this, the ,implications of an epistemolo[,"Y that derives from a recognition
, of the force pf ep.cul.turative conditioning in shaping thought and
belltaviour' (1951:'44) is dismissed - 'I will .~imit myself to tlle
(scientific ) hypothesis (viz,. as outlined above), for the philosophical
thesis lies beyond the competence of empirical science' (op cit: 23).
Thus Herskovits is described as 'pretentious' (ibid) for concentrating
on the implications.
-,

" One difficu 1ty is to understand wha t Tennekes means by 'philosophical'.

42 we find. philosophical~y speaking,'culturalrel,ativism
implies that a judgment is Gonsidered valid when and il1, so far as it is
, cUlturally accepted', ,and on p!:lge 154 we, read, tithe relativity .2£
absolute validity ofsucl'! value .judgments '. Perhaps this is not of ,much
significance,butthe!381ne cannot .be said of the ne;x:tpoint. Thtat is to
say, he does not remain faitl'!ful to his eminciated programme. At times
, .,he appears to be using1ihe word 'method.ological-' intpeHerskovitsian
sense, when this procedure must be carried out before (if :j.tis to be
,allowed) cross-cultural evaluations can be made. .Thus, ,the, to complete
the last quote, '.scientificdetermina tion of the universality of specific
value judgments .and value-standards as such say nothing ,as to the
,philosophical question of the relat'ivi-ty or absolute validity of such
value judgments' (ibid). .Yet we ,read, 'one can speak of value judgments
with c~oss-cultural validity' (ibid).
On page

. 'Again, this in itsel,f might not matter. It is true that Winch, in
his discussion of moral universals, takes a philosophical ,perspective
(see :1960), but in terms of his own system Tennekes is here regarding
.such universals ase factual component of social life. But at other
points this excus~ is less easy to apply. After denying any connection
between, the factual ('is') valid,i,t y ofval,ue judgments and t,he philosophical
'ought' perspective (ibid) we find Tennekes concluding his work with the
asseration ~hat a) cognitive systems are necessarily evaluated by ','
science, and b} 'in social sciences more specified and more cont;r-oversial
values play. their part. These lead to valuations which, ta,ken strictly,
are not part
the scientific results, though they are not unrelated to
.them ' (ibid: 218.).

or.

(

.

We wondeJ;: what 'strictly' means: elsewherehewrites,',facts are
J;'e1evant for values and values for faqts" (ibid: 210)." ,More. importantly,
we cannot butwon<;l.er :that Tennekes is not practising philosophy. ' Is he
not discussing Herskovits 'the nature of cultural v~lues'? Is he not
arguing for some sort of 'philosophical' judgment? Is he not playing
around with the fact-value distinqtion ?
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.At least t Tennekes, whatever he thinks about the matter;' is "doing'
philosophy; is working out logical implications. The trouble, one
suspect's, is that he takes such a narrow 'substantive ' ahd abs'olutist
'view of philosophy. Philosophy hasta do with the wrong sort of values.
However, even with this conceptualisation, he has to admit that 'in the
final analysis all 'relativism' is orientated (to philosophical
relativism) " and 'that the relativelyrion-scientific vt3.lues mentioned
above' Iif'igrire, importantly in' empirical inquiry arid au,tcima ticallyimply
certain values;' (ibid: 34,219). Onainore reasonablescal'e', weinight
say 'that Tennekesistorn between an incorrec't defini tion·of' philosophical
relevance, and an'implicit awareness that philosophy is essentiaL He
iS t of, course', quite correct to suppose' that> 'empii-ical' 'conclusions as
," to the na.ture of 'cross;,.cultural unity (see his discussion of ;the '
, 'biotic', -"psychic' a.nd 'social:). subi:rtrates ) have much relevance' for
, the, conceptual examination of relativism arid have'a procedural signifi..
, cance, but 'our hierarchical model demonstrates .tha.t .thetrlte' context
of relevance' cannot be distingUished from :'philosdphy' • 'Empiricism '
can never be pure; resting upon asSUmptions which should b'eexainined
logically, this enteTprise in turn provides more data for the
'
'philosophical' perspective which then generates new ways of looking at
the facts.'
'
,
'
Thus Tennekes does philosophy even as he denies it. Or at least,
part'iallydenies it, for at several poiritshe has to' a&nitthe relevance
(ibid: 39t 43, 58, 197). And at- other suggestive moments his refusal
,; to develop this orientation showsthr'ough like: a sore thumb (ibid:
Chptj~Vespec'ial1y p~ 191";204). . In fact, ma.ny of the contradictions which
weaken his argument' would be resolved it he 'ce.sts:side' Herskovi ts' scheme
to work instead with a'more suitable framework~ 'This is tosey-,: his
philosophy is poor~ And it is not difficu'lt to see why: 'I will
'largely limit myself 'to American cultural"'anthropologicalstatements •••
since i·t is especially in the United' States that the case for cultural
relativism has been presented by cultural anthropologists ' (ibid:2)~
This is 'factually incorrect,in that Amerioa'is the context of the 'odd
philosopher'., Bincemany British philosophers' have 'discussed the problem,
Tennekes summary blockade 'is of the'order of: a geographical 'Gltickm8.n.
• ,Perhaps this is not being fa.irto Gluckman:xegional naivety is e'ven
more vulgar than inter-disciplinary i'gnbrance,and Tennekescombines the
two. How can this possibly be the case for one who is probably primarily
interested in the problem of evaluati'on ? (ibid':' 145, 206)~SuJ:'ely
Winoh' et alhavesomething to offer'? "
,
, Al1 this indicates that· the anthrbpologistisnot advised to 'read
Anthropology, Relativism and-Method except for one end. " Shambling
through a series of quotations,: this "'fOot":stool'scholar merely presents
us with a reflection of' current American anthr'opolog1.cal thought on '
relativism. His classifications, wEi have seen, are
poor 'as theirs.
At least, he tells us what work is' being done. In this oontext,itis
particularly dnteresting to 'realise that the group attending to cross
9ultural' universals donot,as su'mmarisedby Tennekes~' realise the'
relevance of linguistic and kinship studies. Yet ,the former is preoisely
the field of which Ardener can say, 'the intuition that a total
relativism isunproductivehasbeensupportedb1 the evidence from
comparative study.' (197lLxXi)., It is indeed curious that just at the
momentwheri' anthropology is preparing itselfsysteniaticallyto re1ate
the formal examination of universals to the Sapir...Whorf,and'corttext of
situation' problematics, TenriekesShould come along and blurr the impact 
should soarcely even distinguish between ' 'structural' and, 'functional'
universals.

as

\,
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MacIntyre's conclusions cannot be mentioned in detail, but as a
summary: a) 'Vlhat is at stake in these arguments (over the explanation
of action? Not only philosophical ,clarity, but also the question of the
nature of the human sciences' (op cft: 204), b) human action can be
explained ill causal terms.. c), The.$oqial scientist cannot evade the,
task of deciding what.types 6f ar~ments and evidence are logically
appropriate in different areas; he must be able to decide what
constitutes the rationality of a"sqientiJ'ic belief, or a moral belief,
or a religious belief. ' But to dQ' this is. to do philosophy' (ibia ': 259) ~
d) it is valid to distinguish between irrational and rational modes of
thought, e) the two. ty}?es have tp pe explained d:i,fferently, f) and such
characterisations"areobviousiyevaluative. g) Waismann is incorrect
there a.,re 'expressions and criteria. which transcend the divisions between
his language strata''(ibid: 250).'.A:dditionally, MacIntyre has sotne
'
most ~nteresting things to say to the anthropologist interested in
morality (see especiaI1Yp.141),arJ.dhfs essay oricomparative politics
proves to be far more subtle than such remarks as are typically addressed
to the comparative method,.
'
W~cIntyre shows most of us up.
If it be the case that 'Happily or
unhappily, the philosophers cannot.be r~stricted merely to interpreting
the social sciences, the point of their activity is to change them' .,
(ibid: 259),: then without an adequate background we are left as counters.
For iI).sianqe, the anthropology of religion is, iri many respects, 'within':
the rationality debate. So unless MacIntyre's remark, '(I can) find no
reason to suppose that my investigations of Prichard's claims (he is a
moral philosopher) and of the social background of these claims ought to
differ radically from an anthropologically minded historians investi
gation of eighteenth-century Polynesia (i.e. the notion 'taboo')' is
demonstrably wrong, we have no option but to widen the scope of our
reading (ibid: 166).

Prima facie, to juxtapose Tennekes against MacIntyre bears a moral
which should not be ignored. ~~at should we do ? - manipulate the
counters of bald and shallow assertions made in the past, or move on
into more sophisticated domains? Lead the reader into an unnecessary
morass of details concerning the notion 'culture '1· (does Tylor have to
be quoted in the course of concluding 'man is not only determined
culturally, but also biotically, psychically, and socially' ? (op cit:
105)), or get on with the job in an economic fashion? Paradoxically,
it is the economic MacIntTre who has to be read and re-read; Tennekes,
unless one tries to sort out his confusions, makes light reading. But
is this not to be expected? Is it not MacIntyre who thinks, and
Tennekes, at best, who recapitulates?
Finally, I must admit that I am not at all sure that I have properly
understood Anthropology, Relativi~m and Method. Hanever, whereas
MacIntyre can profitably be criticised, the tensions in Tennekes work
between judgment/no judgment and anthropology/philosophy are such that we
just do not know where we stand. Further, how much faith are we to have
in a figure who can dogmatically distinguish between 'cultural' and
'social' anthropology then to assert, 'Culturology still is ••• in its
infancy' (ibid: 49-50)? Or again, for someone who is prepared to make
'short shrift' of several certain issues, Tennekes is remarkably self
assured as he drifts from the free will problem to the nature of social
science, to the nature of science ••• (ibid: 191).
In my opinion, the reader who can (perhaps) sort out Tennekes
contentions might just as well think out the arguments for himself - or
read MacIntyre and the rest.
PAUL HEELAS.
1.

This is not to deny that the conceptual scheme as centred around the
notion 'culture' is not of some relevance.
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BOOK REVIEWS:

The T:ranslat~on of Cu~ture. Essays to E.B. Evans.. F:dtqhard~ C~dited by
, T;O. IlEli,deJ,man. £5.75p net. Londol1 , Tavistook Publ;ioations; New York,
, Barnes andNo.~le. '
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Bej,deJ.manistobe yongra.tul.ated at ha.ving put ;togetheFJ3. fine set
of e'ssays'ir,l. honour of: Professor Evans~P;ritoliqrd. 'Tliea~,t:Loles are not
ah,!,EJ,Ys ~ri a modern way related to the tlieme of cU1tilral tran.slation, but
theyoover a wide and interesting range of topics. 'There are purely
ethnographical essays, like Needham's well ohosen article onPenan
:Friendship-names,; at the other extreme is ae-opd. artioleby Hallpike
oncross~q~ltu~aJ. oomparis·ol1 ., The artiqlesbyRiviere, Fox and Hioks
a're, ba sica'lly ethnographic,'but'they 'ar~ alle~tremely insightful analyses.
Levi:"Strauss oonsiders the myths and rites ortwq.North Amerioan peoples
'.. ap.d'makes some interesting rema;r-k8 on 's,truoture I and ihistory'. Two
. oontribqtois'have attempted to rewor,k som,e of Bvans-Pri tchard' 13 field
material. Beidelman's essay on ,Nuer pries.ts andproph,ete is less
ihterestingthan his other splendid pieces on Nueretlmography.Tha t
by Gough on Nuerkinship points out several o~issions in the monographs,
but one suspeots some oriticisms spring from a less than sympathetio
reading. Herterrn,'paradigma.tio '.(p.92) is derived from the less than
preoise, .:\1sage of Fortes and she' ,d,oes not grasp some of theSaussurean
qualitie,S of Evans-Pri tOhard 's work. This' volume also contains an
exoellent piece by Pitt-Rivers entitled 'on the, Word Caste'. He is
oonoerp.ed with' the properties a oonoe,ptmust possess to fit it for
. oarryinganailalytical load in anthropologioal investigation. It
oontains' a' less'on that many anthropologists have still to learn•. ',rhe
book also has a. very valua,ple pibliography of Evans-Pritohard's wr,i,tings.
AltogetherTh~ Translation of Culture is a worthy tribute.
lVIA,LCOLM CRICK.

Gifts and Poison. F.G'. Bailey (ed). £l.45p net. Oxford: BlaokWell197L
This book is described as a 'micro-political' counterpart of the
first volume in the Pavilion Series: stratagems and Spoils by F.G.
Bailey~ There are thirteen papers, four by Professor Bailey himself and
the rest by S. Hutson, J. Hudson, R. Layton, L. Blaxter, M.A. Heppenstall,
P. Adams, N. Clodd, N.T. Cololough and R. Wade. The names of the writers
do not appear on the papers themselves, and the reader is clearly invited
to read the volume as a oontinuous whole. The striking thing is that
this does work. The oommunity of thought and style is suoh that the
main body of oontributors provide illustrations,from villages in Franoe,
Austria, Spain and two areas of Italy, of what is essentially one world
view. It is rare for an Editor and his contributors (even where the
latter are students of the former) to present suoh a unanimity of tone
and approaoh. One oan lose traok of whose particular chapter one is
reading. This has its disturbing aspeots, but it is no doubt its own
tribute to editorial and supervisory skill, while the tone and style are
relatively straightforward and simple, thus making for readability.
Despite the clear stamp of 'moral community' on the book, it Beems
to me to be better than Stratagems and Spoils, its olaimed exemplar. This
is beoause of the olear diffioulty that the oontributors experience in
using the quasi-games theory analogies of the earlier book. Somehow its
'one-upmanship' models do not satisfy in the aotual village oases. The
rather worn oommunioation terms 'oodes', 'messages', 'signals', and the
like whioh the Editor now also uses seem to be applied even more
metaphorioally than is usual.

There is nevertheless a vein 6fintegrity running through these
papers. ,If Bart~'s mechanistio transactionalism is the 'hi~hest stage
of 'fun'ctionaltsm', one in which society is essentially
sum of all the
'.' individual' pay-offs, Sussex transactionalism haspass'Eldinto a zone
tinged with a certain tristesse, even a reflective ·pesstinism. " Their sets
of villagez:s are not the c~J,culatil1gteams of players in tnegame of
'micro,",politics'.;; 'Sotne of t.li~m seam!tO be ~rtgaged 'in' a nOblei se~rch for
the preserVation .of 's~6,ine' irtdividuali i;r ,against thecons;tricting p:tessures
of 'envy and go'ssip~The Barthian transEletions convey (precisely) poisons ,
aswellas gifts. , t ' ) '
.
.
.'

a

,'- .

The failure, o( the origiri$.l sii~sex' transactionali8m i's:: thus "
sigrialledbya work wliic,h' should' have v;J.ndi,c'fited orexemplifieciit'~' The
resulting theOretical void i's 'filled by a pa,i-t:lal'returri 'tb 'a more,
Maussian view of'ex6hange.~e journey was' not'entirely in vairi., " The
very 'unanimity of the iriteniand exps:rience of the contributors (where
all sought so keenly asnark~ all to re:turn iils,tead with. a' boojUm) .
accounts for that 'attraotlve 'iiite"grity that:t have remi3.rke~d on"and
which underlies the 'occa:s~onal cortfusioreof the book as a whole.
At the moment the stu~ies are po1.sedunhapp,iiy between' the
'paradigmatic' and the 'syntagmatic'.' 'Having rejeo1;:,ed .trimsactional
purity and' an 'output' view of society" they do not havea'61ear .'
apprehension of 'the best method to tackle theprogra:mmatic structures
which will generate the' meaning of theirobse:r:vatibns~:'(Them'ost .
interesting passages occurwher0the' authqrJs sort, out,foreriimple ..: what
it means' to be .j aioux or who, exactly can be called s'ignori) •. ' once
embarked ortsuchtasks, the next step is to drop 'the terminology of
'ti'ansactiort'.Onlymoreconfusion will'resl1lt if it joins the ranks of
mere dead ,metaphors which enCUmber the ·socilill·.sCtelnces•.... In general the
book does provide a kind of negative test of half-hearted games theor;r
applications. In so doing it also points up a sometimes neglected aspect
of Mauss's own theory of exchange. Some exchanges are fatal. That is
one good reason, why it is not, a. 'func)tionaJist' theQrY,: even of the,·
highest stage !
.
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